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Chapter 1

Basics

General information about XML

1.1 What is XML?

The Extensible Markup Language.

XML is the Extensible Markup Language. It improves the functionality of theWeb by letting you identify your information in a more accurate, flexible, andadaptable way.
It is extensible because it is not a fixed format like HTML (which is a single,predefined markup language). Instead, XML is a metalanguage — alanguage for describing other languages — which lets you design your ownmarkup languages for limitless different types of documents. XML can dothis because it’s written in SGML, the international standard metalanguagefor text document markup (ISO 8879).
1.2 What is a markup language?

A way of describing what’s what in a document.

A markup language is a set of words and symbols for describing the identity
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or function of the component parts of a document (for example ‘this is aparagraph’, ‘this is a heading’, ‘this is a list’, ‘this is the caption of this figure’,etc). Programs can use markup with a stylesheet to transform the documentinto output for screen, print, audio, video, Braille, or reprocessable dataformats.
Some markup languages (especially those used in wordprocessors) onlydescribe appearances instead (‘this is italics’, ‘this is bold’, ‘this has 3mmspace below’, etc), so these systems can only be used for display, and are noteasily re-usable for anything else.
XML is sometimes referred to as ‘self-describing’ because the names of themarkup elements can represent the type of content they hold (eg title,
chapter, link, etc).

1.3 What is XML for?

XML is for identification, transmission, and storage.

Its goal is to enable generic SGML to be served, received, and processed on
the Web in the way that is now possible with HTML. XML has been
designed for ease of implementation and for interoperability with both
SGML and HTML. Bray, Paoli, Sperberg-McQueen, Maler, and Yergeau, 2004

Despite early attempts, browsers never allowed other SGML, only HTML(although there were plugins). Browsers also allowed (even encouraged)authors to corrupt or break their HTML in order to make it ‘easier’. Thisenabled HTML to become widespread, but held development back for over adecade by making it impossible to program for it reliably. XML fixes that bymaking it compulsory to stick to the rules, and by making the rules muchsimpler than SGML.
But XML is not just for Web pages: in fact it’s very rarely used on its ownfor Web pages because browsers still don’t provide reliable support forformatting it. Common uses for XML include:
INFORMATION IDENTIFICATION You can define your own markup, so you candefine meaningful names for all your information items.
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INFORMATION STORAGE Because XML is portable and non-proprietary, it canbe used to store information across any platforms. Because it is backedby an international standard, it will remain accessible and processableas a data format.
INFORMATION STRUCTURE XML structures can ‘nest’, so they can be used tostore and identify any kind of hierarchical information, especially long,deep, or complex document sets or data sources, which makes it idealfor an information-management back-end to serving the Web. This isone if its most common Web applications, with a transformation systemto serve it as HTML.
PUBLISHING The original goal of XML as defined in the quotation at the startof this section. Combining the three previous topics (identity, storage,and structure) means it is possible to get all the benefits of robustdocument management and control (with XML) and publish to the Web(as HTML) as well as to paper (as PDF) and to other formats (eg Braille,Audio, etc) from a single source document by using the appropriatestylesheets.
MESSAGING AND DATA TRANSFER XML is also very heavily used forenclosing or encapsulating information in order to pass it betweendifferent computing systems which would otherwise be unable tocommunicate because of their proprietary or secret data formats. Byproviding a lingua franca for data identity and structure, XML providesa common ‘envelope’ for inter-process communication (messaging).
WEB SERVICES Building on all of these, as well as its use in browsers,machine-processable data can be exchanged between consentingsystems, where before it was only comprehensible by humans (HTML).Weather services, e-commerce sites, blog newsfeeds, AJaX sites, andthousands of other data-exchange services like smartphone apps useXML for data management and transmission, and the web browser orapp for display and interaction.
1.4 What is SGML?

Standard Generalized Markup Language, ISO 8879:1986
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SGML is the Standard Generalized Markup Language (ISO 8879:1986), theinternational standard for defining markup to describe the structure ofdifferent types of electronic document. There is an SGML FAQ from DavidMegginson at http://math.albany.edu:8800/hm/sgml/cts-faq.html; andRobin Cover’s SGML Web pages are at
http://www.oasis-open.org/cover/general.html. For a brief summary andlist of online and print resources, see http://wiht.link/SGML-intro. For alittle light relief, try Joe English’s ‘Not the SGML FAQ’ at
http://www.flightlab.com/˜joe/sgml/faq-not.txt.
SGML is very large, powerful, and complex. It was in heavy industrial andcommercial use for nearly two decades (and still is, in some places), andthere is a significant body of expertise and software that grew up with it,most of which is now available for XML.
XML is a lightweight cut-down version of SGML which keeps enough of itsfunctionality to make it useful but removes all the optional features whichmade SGML too complex to program for in a Web environment.

1.5 What is HTML?

HyperText Markup Language, RFC 1866, the language of Web pages.

HTML is the HyperText Markup Language (originally RFC 1866, now HTML4.01), which started as a small application of SGML for the Web, originatingwith Tim Berners-Lee at CERN in 1989–90.
It originally defined a very simple class of report-style documents, withsection headings, paragraphs, lists, tables, and illustrations, and a fewinformational elements, but very few presentational elements Flynn [Flynn],1995, plus some hypertext and multimedia. See the question on extendingHTML.
The current W3C Recommendations are the XML version of HTML,XHTML; and the more mobile- and media-aware variant, HTML5. There is aseparate HTML-and-XHTML FAQ maintained by Steven Pemberton at
http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/2004/xhtml-faq
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1.6 What are all these standards doing?

They all underpin XML, which in turn underpins others

The original standard is Standard Generalized Markup Language, ISO8879:1986. This is an ISO standard, so it’s worldwide and international (seenote below). XML itself is not an ISO standard: it doesn’t need to be, as it is
1. an application profile of SGML, enabled by the ‘WebSGML Adaptation’Technical Corrigendum (2) to ISO 8879;
2. a W3C Recommendation, which means it has been through a formalprocess roughly equivalent to standardisation

.
On the other hand, HTML does have an ISO reference standard, ISO/IEC15445:2000(E), but HTML is a concrete markup language, an actualapplication of SGML and XML, whereas XML and SGML are actuallymetalanguages used to define other markup languages.
Other XML applications like DocBook and TEI have their own processes fordevelopment. DocBook is standardised by the DocBook TechnicalCommittee of OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of StructuredInformation Standards); the TEI Guidelines are managed by the TEITechnical Council of the Text Encoding Initiative.
The process of developing a standard document interchange specification(which is basically what these all are) is long and complex. Ken Holman haswritten an essay on how the OASIS technical committee process supports agroup of members from an industry or economic sector in creating businessexchange document specifications.

ISO standards like SGML are governed by the International Organization

for Standardization in Geneva, Switzerland, and voted into or out of

existence by representatives from every country’s national standards

body.

If you have a query about an international standard, you should

contact your national standards body for the name of your country’s

representative on the relevant ISO committee or working group.
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If you have a query about your country’s representation in Geneva or

about the conduct of your national standards body, you should contact the

relevant government department in your country, or speak to your public

representative.

The representation of countries at the ISO is not a matter for this FAQ.

Please do not submit queries to the editor about how or why your

country’s ISO representatives have or have not voted on a specific

standard.

1.7 Is there an XML version of HTML?

Yes, XHTML from W3C

The W3C Recommendation is XHTML which is ‘a reformulation of HTML 4in XML 1.0’. This specification defines HTML as an XML application, andprovides three DTDs corresponding to the ones defined by HTML 4.* (Strict,Transitional, and Frameset).
The semantics of the elements and their attributes are as defined in the W3CRecommendation for HTML 4. These semantics were intended to providethe foundation for future extensibility of XHTML. Compatibility with existingHTML browsers is possible by following a small set of guidelines (see theW3C site).

1.8 What is HTML5?

A new version of XHTML for use in interactive and mobile

environments.

To enable XHTML to be more widely used in interactive and handheldenvironments, the W3C has developed a revision of XHTML called HTML5,which adds more presentational elements, better support for multimedia andmobile devices, and has a less rigid document model.
There is an explanation from Elliotte Rusty Harold, and a HTML5 FAQ fromthe WhatWG.
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HTML5 in conjunction with CSS3 is now regarded as the prevailing standardfor web development.
1.9 Aren’t XML, SGML, and HTML all the same thing?

No, SGML and XML are metalanguages. HTML, XHTML, and HTML

are all applications of them.

Not quite; SGML is the mother tongue, and has been used for describingthousands of different document types in many fields of human activity, fromtranscriptions of ancient Irish manuscripts to the technical documentationfor stealth bombers, and from patients’ medical and clinical records tomusical notation. SGML is very large and complex, however, and overkill formost common office desktop applications.
XML is an abbreviated version of SGML, to make it easier to use over theWeb, easier for you to define your own document types, and easier forprogrammers to write programs to handle them. It omits all the complexand less-used options of SGML in return for the benefits of being easier towrite applications for, easier to understand, and more suited to delivery andinteroperability over the Web. But it is still based on SGML, and XML filesmay still be processed in the same way as any other SGML file (see thequestion on XML software).
HTML, XHTML, and HTML5 are just those XML applications mostfrequently used on the Web.
Technical readers may find it more useful to think of XML as beingSGML−− rather than HTML++.
(Ed: In respect of this last paragraph, see Question 1.17 on page 20and Question 2.7 on page 32.)
1.10 Who is responsible for XML?

The W3C
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XML is a Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), andthe development of the specification is supervised by an XML WorkingGroup. A Special Interest Group of co-opted contributors and experts fromvarious fields contributed comments and reviews by email.
XML is a public format: it is not a proprietary development of any company,although the membership of the WG and the SIG represented companies aswell as research and academic institutions. The v1.0 specification wasaccepted by the W3C as a Recommendation on Feb 10, 1998.

1.11 Why is XML such an important development?

It overcomes the inflexibility of HTML and the complexity of SGML

It removes two constraints which were holding back Web developments:
1. dependence on a single, inflexible document type (HTML) which wasbeing much abused for tasks it was never designed for;
2. the complexity of full SGML, whose syntax allows many powerful buthard-to-program options.

XML allows the flexible development of user-defined document types. Itprovides a robust, non-proprietary, persistent, and verifiable file format forthe storage and transmission of text and data both on and off the Web; and itremoves the more complex options of SGML, making it easier to programfor.

1.12 Why not just carry on extending HTML?

HTML is already too overburdened with proprietary add-ons.

HTML was already weighed down with dozens of interesting butincompatible inventions from different manufacturers, because it providesonly one way of describing your information.
13
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XML allows groups of people or organisations to create their owncustomised markup applications for exchanging information in their domain(music, chemistry, electronics, hill-walking, finance, surfing, petroleumgeology, linguistics, cooking, knitting, stellar cartography, history,engineering, rabbit-keeping, mathematics, genealogy, etc).
HTML as originally conceived is now well beyond the limit of its usefulnessas a way of describing information, and while XHTML and HTML5 willcontinue to play an important role for the content they can represent, manynew applications require a more robust and flexible infrastructure.
1.13 Does XML replace HTML?

No.

No. XML itself does not replace HTML. Instead, it provides an alternativewhich allows you to define your own set of markup elements. HTML isexpected to remain in common use on the web, and the current versions ofHTML (XHTML and HTML5) are in XML syntax.
XML is designed to make the writing of processing software much easierthan with SGML, which is what the original HTML was based on.
1.14 Why should I use XML?

It’s a robust, durable, manipulable, and free format for information

identification, storage and transfer.

Here are a few reasons for using XML (in no particular order). Not all ofthese will apply to your own requirements, and you may have additionalreasons not mentioned here (if so, please let the editor of the FAQ know!).
• XML can be used to describe and identify information accurately andunambiguously, in a way that computers can be programmed to‘understand’ your information (well, at least manipulate as if they couldunderstand it).
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• XML allows sets of documents which are all the same type to becreated and handled consistently and without structural errors, becauseit provides a standardised way of describing, controlling, orallowing/disallowing particular types of document structure. [Note thatthis has absolutely nothing whatever to do with formatting, appearance,or the actual text or data content of your documents, only the structureof them. If you want styling or formatting, see Question 2.5 on page 26.]
• XML provides a robust and durable format for information storage andtransmission. Robust because it is based on a proven standard, and canthus be tested and verified; durable (persistent) because it uses plain-textfile formats which will outlast proprietary binary ones.
• XML provides a common syntax for messaging systems for theexchange of information between applications. Previously, eachmessaging system had its own format and all were different, whichmade inter-system messaging unnecessarily messy, complex, andexpensive. If everyone uses the same syntax it makes writing thesesystems much faster and more reliable.
• XML is free. Not just free of charge (free as in beer) but free of legalencumbrances (free as in speech). It doesn’t belong to anyone, so itcan’t be hijacked or pirated. And you don’t have to pay a fee to use it(you can of course choose to use commercial software to deal with it,for lots of good reasons, but you don’t pay for XML itself).
• XML information can be manipulated programmatically (undermachine control), so XML documents can be pieced together fromdisparate sources, or taken apart and re-used in different ways. Theycan be converted into any other format with no loss of information.
• XML lets you separate form (appearance) from content. Your XML filecontains your document information (text, data) and identifies itsstructure: your formatting and other processing needs are identifiedseparately in a stylesheet or processing system. The two are combinedat output time to apply the required formatting to the text or dataidentified by its structure (location, position, rank, order, or whatever).
• Any of the Design Goals listed in the XML Specification.
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Peter Flynn writes:

WHY NOT JUST USE WORD OR NOTES?

Restricted proprietary data formats are unsuitable for durable public

information.

Information on a network which connects many different types of

computer has to be usable on all of them. Public information in particular

cannot afford to be restricted to one make or model or manufacturer, or

to cede control of its data format to private hands. It is also helpful for

such information to be in a form that can be reused in many different

ways, as this will minimise wasted time and effort. Proprietary data

formats, no matter how well documented or publicised, are simply not an

option: their control still resides in private hands and they can be changed

or withdrawn arbitrarily without notice.

SGML is the international standard for defining this kind of application,

and was therefore the natural choice for XML, but those who need an

alternative based on different software for other purposes are entirely

free to implement similar services using such a system, especially if they

are for private use.

1.15 Where do I find more information about XML?

Online and offline resources

Online, there’s the XML Specification and the ancillary documentationavailable from the W3C; Robin Cover’s XML Cover Pages with an extensivelist of online reference material and links to software; and a summary andcondensed FAQ from Tim Bray; and thousands of reference resourcesavailable by typing ‘xml’ into Google or other search engine.
For offline resources, see the lists of books, articles, and software for XML inRobin Cover’s XML Cover Pages (articles and books). That site shouldalways be your first port of call for archived resources.
For access to experts, particularly in consultancy and training, see the XMLGuild, whose members form a consortium of some of the best independentXML consultants in the world.
The events listed below are the ones I have been told about. Please mail meif you come across others: there are many other XML events around the
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world, and most of them are announced on the mailing lists and newsgroups.
UPCOMING EVENTS

TEI CONFERENCE The 2016 TEI Conference took place at the Austrian

Academy of Sciences in Vienna, hosted by the Austrian Centre of

Digital Humanities from 26˘30 September 2016.

TEI CONFERENCE The 2017 TEI Conference will be held in Victoria, BC

(details yet to be advised).

WWW 2016 The 25th International World Wide Web Conference took

place at the Université de Québec à Montréal, Canada on April 11˘15,

2016.

XML LONDON XML London (XML and Semantic Web Conference) was held

in University College London on June 4–5, 2016.

TUG 2016 The TEX Users Group 2016 conference was held in Toronto,

Canada, on 25–27 July 2016.

TUG 2017 The TEX Users Group 2017 conference will be a joint meeting

with GUST to celebrate the 25th anniversary of BachoTEX, and will

take place in Bachotek, Poland, on April 29˘May 3, 2017. Although

primarily related to typesetting, many aspects of LATEX are closely

related to the use of XML and the handling of structured documents.

BALISAGE The Balisage markup conference was in Bethesda MD on August

2–5.

BALISAGE The Balisage markup conference is the principal technical

meeting specifically about markup, including both XML and TEX: it

will be in Bethesda MD on August 1˘4, 2017, with a pre-conference

Symposium on July 31.

XML SUMMERSCHOOL The annual XML Summer School will be held in St

Edmund Hall, Oxford on 18–22 September 2017, with an afternoon

Intro to XML on Sunday 17th. This week-long event covers everything

from an introduction for the beginner up to XML in publishing,

transformation with XSLT2 and XQuery, and the use of Linked Data.

XML PRAGUE XML Prague 2017 will be held on 9–11 February 2017 at the

University of Economics, Prague. Videos of earlier meetings are

available on their YouTube channel (link on site).

XML AMSTERDAM XML Amsterdam 2015 was held on November 5 at the

Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica (CWI) Science Park, Amsterdam.

The next XML Amsterdam will be in 2017 (date to be advised).

DIGITAL HUMANITIES CONFERENCE 2017 The Digital Humanities Conference

2017 will be held in Montréal on 8–11 August 2017, hosted by McGill

University and the Université de Montréal. The theme of the DH2017
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is ‘Access’. The use of XML (TEI) markup is a strong feature of DH

conferences.

DH2018 will be held in Mexico City, hosted by the El Colegio de

México and the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) in

alliance with the Red de Humanidades Digitales (date to be

announced).

1.16 Where can I discuss implementation and

development of XML?

On mailing lists, Usenet newsgroups, web-based bulletin-boards,

and IRC channels

The principal online support media are web forums and mailing lists. Usenetnewsgroups for XML exist but are rarely used now, although searching themvia Google Groups can turn up a lot of useful information. The IRC networkis also used to some extent, and most individual XML projects and programshave their own topic-specific bulletin-boards on their web sites. There is alsoan unknown number of related question-and-answer forum sites which arefindable using search engines.
For off-line support, see Question 1.15 on page 16 for details of conferencesand summerschools.

• The most active web forum seems to be StackOverflow: oddly thereseems to be no special-purpose StackExchange XML site like there isfor other topics (eg LATEX). The W3Schools XML Forum (whollyunrelated to the W3C) also seems to have recent traffic, as do DevShedand CodingForums. A Google search will turn up many others withlower levels of traffic.
• The main Usenet newsgroup is comp.text.xml, although it is much lessused than formerly. Ask your Internet Provider for access to Usenet, oruse a Web interface like the searchable archive maintained by Google.If your browser or mailer doesn’t provide newsreading facilities, installone that does, or (better) use a standalone newsreader.

The comp.text.sgml newsgroup is for all practical purposes no longerused. The Microsoft-specific newsgroups are being phased out in
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favour of web-based forums hosted by Microsoft themselves.
• The general-purpose mailing list for public discussion is XML-L: tosubscribe, visit the Web site and click on the link to join.
• For those developing software components for XML there is thexml-dev mailing list. You can subscribe by sending a 1–line mailmessage to xml-dev-request@lists.xml.org saying just SUBSCRIBE. Notethat this list is for those people actively involved in developingresources for XML. It is not for general information about XML (usethe XML-L list above for that).
• The XSL-List is for for discussing XSL (both XSLT and XSL:FO). Fordetails of how to subscribe, see
http://www.mulberrytech.com/xsl/xsl-list.

• There is a long list of other discussion groups, mailing lists, and forumson Robin Cover’s site at http://xml.coverpages.org/lists.html.
Andrew Watt writes:

There is a mailing list specifically for XSL-FO only, on eGroups.com. You

can subscribe by sending a message to XSL-FO-subscribe@egroups.com.

Be aware that the Yahoo E-Groups XSL-FO list sends out regular automated

spam to non-members falsely claiming that they have asked to join.

Gianni Rubagotti writes:

A new Italian mailing list about XML is born: to subscribe, send a mail

message without a subject line but with text saying subscribe XML-IT to

majordomo@ananas.usr.dsi.unimi.it. Everyone, Italian or not, who wants

to debate about XML in our tongue is welcome.

Gianni also runs the Humanities XML List.

J-P Theberge writes:

A French mailing list about XML has been created. To subscribe, send

subscribe to xml-request@trisome.com.
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Murata Makoto writes:

Please mention this mailing list to your colleagues who use RELAX NG. Go

to: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/rng-users/.

MAILING LISTS

When you join a mailing list you will be sent details of how to use it. Please

Read The Fine Documentation because it contains important information,

particularly about what to do if your company or ISP changes your email

address.

Please note that there is a lot of inaccurate and misleading information

published in print and on the Web about subscribing to and unsubscribing

from mailing lists. Don’t guess: Read The Fine Documentation.

1.17 What is the difference between XML and C or

C++ or Java?

C and Java are for writing programs; XML is for storing information.

C and C++ (and other languages like FORTRAN, or Pascal, or Visual Basic,or Java or hundreds more) are programming languages with which youspecify calculations, actions, and decisions to be carried out in order:
mod curconfig[if left(date,6) = "01-Apr",

t.put "April Fool!",

f.put days(’31102011’,’DDMMYYYY’) -

days(sdate,’DDMMYYYY’)

" more shopping days to Samhain"];

XML is a markup specification language with which you can design ways ofdescribing information (text or data), usually for storage, transmission, orprocessing by a program. It says nothing about what you should do with thedata (although your choice of element names may hint at what they are for):
<part num="DA42" models="LS AR DF HG KJ" update="2001-11-22">

<name>Camshaft end bearing retention circlip</name>

<image drawing="RR98-dh37" type="SVG" x="476" y="226"/>

<maker xml:id="RQ778">Ringtown Fasteners Ltd</maker>

<notes>An <tool xml:id="GH25"/>angle-nosed insertion tool</tool> is

required for the removal and replacement of this part.</notes>
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</part>

On its own, an XML file (including HTML) doesn’t do anything. It’s a dataformat which just sits there until you run a program which does something
with it. See also the question about how to run or execute XML files.

XSLT2 AND XSL:FO

The water is muddied by the fact that the most popular transformation

processing languages (XSLT2 and XSL:FO) are actually written in XML

syntax, because they are declarative, not procedural. In these special cases

you can be said to ‘execute’ an XML file, by running a processing

application like Saxon, which compiles the directives specified in the files

into Java bytecode to process XML documents. In this sense, you could

compare them with other programming languages, but you would be

comparing the language facilities, not the XML syntax in which they are

written.

William Hammond writes:

(in article <i7ll1362ib.fsf@hilbert.math.albany.edu>)

SGML is a category of ‘document types’, with a configurable shared

syntax, most of which (like classic HTML) cannot be compiled to produce

executable programs. XML is a subcategory of SGML with syntactic

restrictions. For example, with XML the vocabulary of a document type is

always case sensitive, while with SGML it may be either case sensitive or

case insensitive. So, for example, classic HTML is an SGML document type,

and XHTML+MathML is an XML document type.

While some document types correspond to document markup

languages, other document types (like a CTAN catalog entry) are just for

structured data[...]

I doubt seriously, however, that a computer language like C is in any

reasonable sense equivalent to an SGML document type.
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Chapter 2

Existing users

(including everyone who uses a browser)

2.1 What do I have to do to use XML?

To read it: use any modern web browser; to create it: use an XML

editor.

For the average user of the Web, you don’t need anything except a browserwhich works with XML (see the question about browsers). Remember newXML-related facilities are being invented or implemented all the time (see theW3C web site), so some recent features may not work in all browsers yet.
You can use XML-conformant browsers to look at some of the stable XMLmaterial, such as Jon Bosak’s Shakespeare plays and the molecularexperiments of the Chemical Markup Language (CML). There are somemore example sources listed at
http://xml.coverpages.org/xml.html#examples, and you will find XML(particularly in the guise of XHTML) being introduced in places where itwon’t break older browsers.
If you want to start preparations for creating your own XML files, see thequestions in the Authors’ Section and the Developers’ Section, particularlythe question on Question 4.10 on page 84.
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2.2 What does XML look like (inside)?

Pointy brackets like HTML

The basic structure of XML is similar to other applications of SGML,including HTML. The basic components can be seen in the followingexamples. An XML document starts with an optional Prolog, which can havetwo (optional) parts:
1. The XML Declaration:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

This specifies that this is an XML document and that it uses the UTF-8character repertoire (the default; others are available but support isonly mandated for UTF-8);
2. A Document Type Declaration if you are using a DTD:

<!DOCTYPE report SYSTEM "http://sales.acme.corp/dtds/salesrep.dtd">

which identifies the type of document (here, ‘report’) and says wherethe Document Type Description (DTD) is stored;
The Prolog is followed by the Document Instance:

1. A root element, which is the outermost (top level) element (start-tagplus end-tag) which encloses everything else: in the examples below theroot elements are conversation and titlepage;
2. A structured mix of descriptive or prescriptive elements enclosing the

character data content (text), and optionally any attributes(‘name="value"’ pairs) inside some start-tags.
XML documents can be very simple, with straightforward nested markup ofyour own design:
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>

<conversation>

<greeting>Hello, world!</greeting>

<response>Stop the planet, I want to get off!</response>

</conversation>
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Or they can be more complicated, with a Schema or DTD, and maybe an
internal subset (local DTD changes in [square brackets] within theDocument Type Declaration like the ENTITY declaration below); and anarbitrarily complex nested structure:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>

<!DOCTYPE titlepage

SYSTEM "http://www.foo.bar/dtds/typo.dtd"

[<!ENTITY % active.links "INCLUDE">]>

<titlepage xml:id="BG12273624">

<white-space type="vertical" amount="36"/>

<title font="Baskerville" alignment="centered"

size="24/30">Hello, world!</title>

<white-space type="vertical" amount="12"/>

<!-- In some copies the following

decoration is hand-colored, presumably

by the author -->

<image location="http://www.foo.bar/fleuron.eps"

type="URI" alignment="centered"/>

<white-space type="vertical" amount="24"/>

<author font="Baskerville" size="18/22"

style="italic">Vitam capias</author>

<white-space type="vertical" role="filler"/>

</titlepage>

Or they can be anywhere between: a lot will depend on how you want todefine your document type (or whose you use) and what it will be used for.Database-generated or program-generated XML documents used ine-commerce are usually unformatted because they are for machineconsumption, not for human reading, and they may use very long names orvalues, with multiple redundancy and sometimes no character data content atall, just values in attributes:
<?xml version="1.0"?>

<ORDER-UPDATE AUTHMD5="4baf7d7cff5faa3ce67acf66ccda8248"

ORDER-UPDATE-ISSUE="193E22C2-EAF3-11D9-9736-CAFC705A30B3"

ORDER-UPDATE-DATE="2005-07-01T15:34:22.46"

ORDER-UPDATE-DESTINATION="6B197E02-EAF3-11D9-85D5-997710D9978F"

ORDER-UPDATE-ORDERNO="8316ADEA-EAF3-11D9-9955-D289ECBC99F3">

<ORDER-UPDATE-DELTA-MODIFICATION-DETAIL ORDER-UPDATE-XML:ID="BAC352437484">

<ORDER-UPDATE-DELTA-MODIFICATION-VALUE ORDER-UPDATE-ITEM="56"
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ORDER-UPDATE-QUANTITY="2000"/>

</ORDER-UPDATE-DELTA-MODIFICATION-DETAIL>

</ORDER-UPDATE>

2.3 Should I use XML instead of HTML?

Yes if you need robustness, accuracy, and persistence.

XML allows authors and providers to design their own document markupinstead of being limited by HTML. Document types can be explicitly tailoredto an application, so the cumbersome fudging and poodlefaking that has totake place with HTML becomes a thing of the past: your markup can alwayssay what it means. Trivial example:
<date YYYY-MM-DD="2005-12-26">last Monday</date>

• Information content can be richer and easier to use, because thedescriptive and hypertext linking abilities of XML are much greaterthan those available in HTML.
• XML can provide more and better facilities for browser presentationand performance, using XSLT and CSS stylesheets;
• It removes many of the underlying complexities of SGML-formatHTML (which led to them being ignored and broken) in favour of amore flexible model, so writing programs to handle XML is mucheasier than doing the same for all the old broken HTML.
• Information becomes more accessible and reusable, because the moreflexible markup of XML can be used by any XML software instead ofbeing restricted to specific manufacturers as has become the case withHTML.
• XML files can be used outside the Web as well, in existingdocument-handling environments (eg publishing).

If your information is transient, or completely static and unreferenced, orvery short and simple, and unlikely to need updating, HTML may be all youneed.
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2.4 Someone sent me an XML file. How do I read it?

Open it in an XML browser or XML editor.

If the file is well-formed or valid XML, you can just open it with anyXML-conformant browser (see Question 2.1 on page 22 and Question 2.6 onpage 29). This will display the file in an unformatted view, showing all themarkup in a format that lets you fold up or unfold the nested hierarchy(click on the little plus and minus symbols), which will at least let you readsomething.
If the file contains a link to an XSLT or CSS stylesheet (and the stylesheetwas provided or is web-accessible) then the browser should format the file ina readable manner (but beware that in-browser formatting is not robust).
If you want to edit the file, you need an XML editor (see Question 4.10 onpage 84). Unless you are very skilled with pointy-bracket markup, do not tryto edit XML files with non-XML editors.

2.5 How do I control the formatting of XML?

Use CSS or an XSLT2 stylesheet.

In HTML, default styling was built into the browsers because the tagset ofHTML was predefined and hardwired into browsers. This is still true forXHTML and HTML5 to some extent. In other XML, where you can defineyour own tagset, browsers cannot possibly be expected to guess or know inadvance what names you are going to use and what they will mean, so youneed a stylesheet if you want to display formatted text.
Browsers which read XML will accept and use a CSS stylesheet at aminimum, but you can also use the more powerful XSLT stylesheet languageto transform your XML into HTML — which browsers, of course, alreadyknow how to display (and that HTML can still use a CSS stylesheet). This wayyou get all the document management benefits of using XML, but you don’thave to worry about your readers needing XML smarts in their browsers.
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This transformation is usually done by the document owner, on their server,so you just get the HTML anyway, possibly unaware that it was XMLoriginally. But it is also possible to use the (rather limited) built-in XSLT 1.0transformer in some browsers, and server operators can now also use
Saxon CE, which is a downloadable in-browser version of XSLT2.
Mike Brown writes:

XSLT is an XML document processing language that uses source code that

happens to be written in XML. An XSLT document declares a set of rules

for an XSLT processor to use when interpreting the contents of an XML

document. These rules tell the XSLT processor how to generate a new

XML-like data structure and how that data should be emitted — as an XML

document, as an HTML document, as plain text, or perhaps in some other

format.

This transformation can be done either inside the browser, or by the

server before the file is sent. Transformation in the browser offloads the

processing from the server, but may introduce browser dependencies,

leading to some of your readers being excluded. Transformation in the

server makes the process browser-independent, but places a heavier

processing load on the server.

As with any system where files can be viewed at random by arbitrary users,the author cannot know what resources (such as fonts) are on the user’ssystem, so the same care is needed as with HTML using fonts. To invoke astylesheet from an XML file for standalone processing in the browser,include one of the stylesheet declarations:
<?xml-stylesheet href="foo.xsl" type="text/xsl"?>

<?xml-stylesheet href="foo.css" type="text/css"?>

(substituting the URI of your stylesheet, of course). See
http://www.w3.org/TR/xml-stylesheet/ for the full details. The CascadingStylesheet Specification (CSS) provides a simple syntax for assigning styles toelements, and has been implemented in most browsers.
Dave Pawson maintains a comprehensive XSL FAQ at
http://www.dpawson.co.uk/xsl/, and his book Pawson [Pawson], 2002 [theFox book] is available from O’Reilly. XSL uses XML syntax (an XSL
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stylesheet is just an XML file) and has widespread support from severalmajor browser vendors (see the questions on browsers and other software).XSL comes in two flavours:
• XSL itself, which is a pure formatting language, outputting a FormattedObjects (FO) file, which needs a text formatter like FOP, XEP, or othersto create printable (PDF) output (but see Question 2.5). Currently I amnot aware of any Web browsers which support direct XSL rendering toPDF;
• XSLT (T for Transformation), which is a language to specifytransformations of XML into HTML either inside the browser or at theserver before transmission. It can also specify transformations fromone vocabulary of XML to another, and from XML to plaintext (whichcan be any format, including RTF and LATEX).

All current versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome,Mozilla, Safari, and Opera handle XSLT 1.0 inside the browser. Bewareobsolete browsers like MSIE5.5 which needs some post-installation surgeryto remove the long-obsolete WD-xsl and replace it with the currentXSL-Transform processor.
WYSIWYG FOR XSL

There have been attempts to produce pseudo-WYSIWYG editors for

creating XSL[T] stylesheets, but they have mostly been restricted to simple

mapping between input elements and output elements (eg a DocBook

para to a HTML p). Anything beyond this seems likely to fail because of the

infinite complexity of what people want to do with their information. If

you have access to the ACM database, see the paper by Pietriga, Vion-Dury,

and Quint on VXT, from the ACM DocEng’01 (Atlanta) Proceedings.

GENERATING HTML ON THE SERVER

There is a growing use of server-side processors like Cocoon and others,

which let you create, store, and manage your information in XML but serve

it auto-converted to HTML or some other format, thus allowing the output

to be used by any browser. XSLT is also widely used to transform XML into

non-SGML formats for input to other systems (for example to transform

XML into LATEX for typesetting).

ALTERNATIVES TO XSL:FO
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Instead of generating PDF via an FO processor, it is possible to use XSLT2

to transform XML to LATEX for typesetting PDF (as is done for the print

versions of this FAQ, from DocBook to LATEX). This has the advantage of

being able to make use of LATEX’s extensive library of prewritten formatting

modules (‘packages’), which avoids much of the wheel-reinventing

currently required with XSL:FO.

Alternatively, David Carlisle’s xmltex reads XML directly, offering

another practical if experimental solution to typesetting XML. One use of

a TEX system that can typeset XML files is as a backend processor for

XSL:FO, serialised as XML. Sebastian Rahtz’s PassiveTEX uses xmltex to

achieve this end.

The TEX FAQ is at http://www.tex.ac.uk/faq. Silmaril maintains the

online version of Peter Flynn’s book on LATEX, Formatting Information,

which has some examples of XSLT2 conversion Flynn, 2014.

SGML systems used a similar stylesheet mechanism: some of the commonones were the FOSI (Formatted Output Specification Instance), which wasstandard in defence and industrial engineering applications, especially whenusing the Arbortext editor (Adept, then Epic, probably something else nextweek); the DynaText/DynaWeb stylesheet used in SGML publishing to theweb; and the Synex stylesheet used in browsers based on the Synex engine(eg Panorama, whose styling interface was partly adopted in XMetaL), theexpertise of whose designers persists in the DocZilla browser.
2.6 Where can I get an XML browser?

All modern browsers support XML

Current state of existing browser support for XML (1 August 2014):
• Current versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari,Chrome, Mozilla, and Opera all appear to support XML with CSSand/or XSLT 1.0 stylesheets. The editor would welcome additionalinformation and corrections.
• Don’t use Netscape (any version), Internet Explorer 6 or earlier, or anyearly versions of Mozilla if you want XML support: they either don’thave it or were hopelessly broken. Upgrade to a modern browser assoon as possible.
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The remainder of this list is of historical interest only.
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 and 5.5 handled XML, processing it bydefault using a built-in stylesheet written in a Microsoft-specific,obsolete predecessor of XSLT called XSL (not to be confused with thereal XSLT). The output of the stylesheet is DHTML, which, whenrendered in the browser, shows a coloured, syntax-highlighted versionof the XML document, with collapsible views. If the XML documentreferences a stylesheet, that stylesheet will be used instead, within thelimitations of MSIE’s incomplete implementation of CSS. MSIE 5.0 and5.5 can also use stylesheets in another obsolete syntax called WD-xsl,which should be avoided. These versions can be upgraded to supportreal XSLT: see the MSXML FAQ.

MSIE 6.0 and later use real XSLT 1.0, but can use both the obsoletesyntaxes as well.
• Mozilla Firefox 0.9 up, Netscape 6 and 7 (there is no Netscape 5), andGaleon all have full XML support with XSLT and CSS. In general,Firefox is more robust than MSIE, and provides better standardsadherence.

I have a user report that Netscape 4.6 and 4.8 supports XML, but noindependent verification.
• The authors of the former MultiDoc Pro SGML browser, CITEC (whoseengine was also used in Panorama and other browsers), joined forceswith Mozilla to produce a multi-everything browser called DocZilla,which read HTML, XML, and SGML, with XSLT and CSS stylesheets.This ran under Windows and Linux and was at release 1.0 at the time itbecame unavailable. This was by far the most ambitious browserproject, and was backed by very solid markup-handling expertise.

I have less information on the XML capabilities of the Mac OS X browserSafari, which is based on the KHTML engine used in Konqueror. Konqueroritself does not appear to support XML or XSLT (at least in KDE underFedora Core, for example), but Safari 1.3.2 (v312.6) under OS 10.3 didprovide partial support for XML, but does not honour an external DTDmodified by an internal subset (thanks to John Haynie for testing this).
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Mike Brown writes:

The concept of ‘browsing’ is primarily the result of HTML having the

semantics that it does. In an HTML document there are sections of text

called anchors that are ‘hyperlinked’ to other documents that might be at

remote locations on a network or filesystem. HTML documents provide

cues to a web browser regarding how the document should be displayed

and what kind of behaviours are expected of the browser when the user

interacts with it. The HTML specification provides many suggestions and

requirements for the browser, and provides specific meanings for many

different examples of markup, such as the fact that an <img> element

refers to an image that should be retrieved by the browser and rendered

inline with the adjacent text.

Unlike HTML, XML does not have such inherent semantics at all. There

is no prescribed method for rendering XML documents. Therefore, what it

means to ‘browse’ XML is open to interpretation. For example, an XML

document describing the characteristics of a machine part does not carry

any information about how that information should be presented to a

user. An application is free to use the data to produce an image of the

part, generate a formatted text listing of the information, display the XML

document’s markup with a pretty color scheme, or restructure the data

into a format for storage in a database, transmission over a network, or

input to another program.

However, despite the fact that XML documents are purely descriptive

data files, it is possible to ‘browse’ them in a sense, by rendering them with

stylesheets. A stylesheet is a separate document that provides hints and

algorithms for rendering or transforming the data in the XML document.

HTML users may be familiar with Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). The CSS

stylesheet language is general and powerful enough to be applied to XML

documents, although it is oriented toward visual rendering of the

document and does not allow for complex processing of the document’s

data. By associating an XML document with a CSS stylesheet, it may be

possible to load an XML document in a CSS-aware web browser, and the

browser may be able to provide some kind of rendering of it, even if the

browser does not otherwise know how to read and process XML

documents. However, not all web browsers will load an XML document

correctly, and they are not required to recognise the XML markup that

associates the document with a stylesheet, so one cannot assume that

XML documents can be opened with just any web browser.

A more complex and powerful stylesheet language is XSLT, the
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Transformations part of the Extensible Stylesheet Language, which can be

used to transform XML to other formats, including HTML, other forms of

XML, and plain text. If the output of this transformation is HTML, it can be

viewed in a web browser as any other HTML document would.

The degree of support for XML and stylesheets in web browsers varies

greatly. Although loading and rendering XML in the browser is possible in

some cases, it is not universally supported. Therefore, much XML content

on the web is translated to HTML on the servers. It is this generated HTML

that is delivered to the browsers. Most of Microsoft’s web site, for

example, exists as XML that is converted to HTML on the fly. The web

browser never knows the difference.

See also the notes on software for authors and XML for developers, and themore detailed list on the XML pages in the SGML Web site at
http://xml.coverpages.org/.
2.7 How do I execute or run an XML file?

Not a meaningful question. XML is a data format, not a

programming language.

You can’t and you don’t. XML itself is not a programming language, sonormal XML documents don’t ‘run’ or ‘execute’. XML is a markupspecification language and XML files are just data: they sit there until yourun a program which displays them (like a browser) or does some workwith them (like a converter which writes the data in another format, or adatabase which reads the data), or modifies them (like an editor).
If you want to view or display an XML file, open it with an XML editor or anXML browser.

XSLT2 AND XSL:FO

The water is muddied by the fact that the most popular transformation

processing languages (XSLT2 and XSL:FO) are actually written in XML

syntax, because they are declarative, not procedural. In these special cases

you can be said to ‘execute’ an XML file, by running a processing

application like Saxon, which compiles the directives specified in the files

into Java bytecode to process XML documents. In this sense, you could

compare them with other programming languages, but you would be
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comparing the language facilities, not the XML syntax in which they are

written.

2.8 Do I have to switch from SGML or HTML to XML?

Not if you don’t want to

No, existing HTML applications software will continue to work with existingfiles. There is now very little SGML left, but what there is will continue towork with its existing software. But as with any enhanced facility, if you wantto view or download and use XML files, you will need to use XML-awaresoftware. Much more has been developed for XML than there ever was forSGML, so almost all current effort is concentrated on XML (and XHTML andHTML5).
2.9 Can I use XML for ordinary office applications?

Yes, use MS-Office, Libre Office, Open Office, WordPerfect, or

others.

Yes, most office ‘productivity’ suites already do this, and save their documentsalong with stylesheets, images, etc in a Zip file:
• Libre Office, OpenOffice, and NeoOffice (Mac) have been saving theirfiles as XML by default for many years (.odt, .ods, and .odp file typesare all Zip files). The packages are essentially variant implementationsof OpenOffice, and all comprise a wordprocessor, spreadsheet,presentation software, and a vector drawing program, and they sharerelated Schemas. The Office Document Format (ODF) was the firstofficial International Standard (ISO/IEC 26300) for office documents. Allof them can read and write Microsoft Office files.
• Corel’s WordPerfect suite has shipped with a fully-fledged XML editorfor many years (which also does full SGML as well). It can save theformatted output as a Microsoft Word .doc file, but it uses its ownstylesheet technology to format documents, not XSLT2 or CSS. It can
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also save its own (WordPerfect) document format to an XMLrepresentation.
• The AbiWord wordprocessor (all platforms) can open and edit Wordand OpenOffice documents, but it can also save them in DocBook XMLor even LATEX format (although it does not provide native XML editing)which makes it an excellent converter.
• Microsoft Office 2003 provided a ‘Save As. . . XML’ to all parts of the suiteexcept Powerpoint, using WordML to represent the visual appearanceof the document, although it will preserve style names if they are in use.

Office 2007, 2010, and later all save natively as XML documents (.docx,
.xlsx, and .pptx file types, which are Zip files). They use Office OpenXML (OOXML, similar but unrelated to WordML) which is Microsoft’sequivalent to ODF. It is a parallel ISO standard.
Word 2003 shipped with a real XML editor as well, supporting otherW3C Schemas as well as its own (but not DTDs), and this also provideda method for binding element types to Word’s named styles (likeMicrosoft’s earlier product SGML Author for Word did).

• Avoid Microsoft’s ‘Works’ package, as it is incompatible both with XMLand all other Office software.
• I have no information on Lotus office products.

There is more detail under ‘XML File Formats for Office Documents’ in theXML Cover Pages which briefly describes and points to further informationon: GNOME Office, KOffice, Microsoft XDocs, OASIS TC for Open OfficeXML File Format, 1DOK.org Project, and OpenOffice.org XML File Format.
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Chapter 3

Authors

(including writers of HTML and Web page owners)

3.1 Do I have to know HTML or SGML before I learn

XML?

No, but it’s useful.

You don’t need any foreknowledge, but it’s useful because a lot of XMLconcepts, terminology, and practice derive from two decades’ experience ofSGML (and the systems which came before it).
Be aware that ‘knowing HTML’ is not the same as ‘understanding SGML’.Although HTML was written as an SGML application, browsers ignore mostof it (which is why so many useful things don’t work), so just becausesomething is done a certain way in HTML browsers does not mean it’scorrect SGML or XML.
For most practical purposes you don’t need any knowledge of SGML orHTML: only if you intend delving into the internals of document type design.
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3.2 How does XML handle white-space in my

documents?

Parsers keep it all. It’s up to the application to decide what to do

with it.

All white-space, including linebreaks (Mac CR, Win CR/LF, Unix LF), TABcharacters, and normal spaces, even between ‘structural’ elements where no
text can ever appear, is passed by the parser unchanged to the application(browser, formatter, viewer, converter, etc). The parser identifies the contextin which the white-space was found (element content, character data content,or mixed content), if this information is available, eg from a DTD or Schema.This means it is the application’s responsibility to decide what to do with
such space, not the parser’s.
This is one of the few really radical changes from SGML, where allwhite-space in element content was discarded by the parser before it gotanywhere near the application. See Question 3.2 on the facing page belowfor why.
There are two different types of white-space:

• insignificant white-space (discardable white-space) which occursbetween structural elements in element content. This is space whichoccurs where only other elements are allowed, where text neveroccurs. It is usually inserted automatically by an editor or manually byan author to help with the visual clarity of the markup, and often hasnothing to do with spacing you see when the document is processed orformatted. In XML, this space will get passed to the application (inSGML it got suppressed, which is why you can put all that extra spacein old-style HTML documents and not worry about it);
• significant white-space which occurs inside elements which cancontain only text (character data content, like a HTML title) or textand markup mixed together (eg paragraphs). In XML, this space willstill get passed to the application exactly as under SGML.

In both cases, it is the application’s responsibility to handle the spacecorrectly (XSLT2, for example, provides a strip-space instruction to specify
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how to handle it). The parser must therefore inform the application thatwhite-space has occurred in element content, if it can detect it, so that it canbe discarded. (Users of SGML will recognise that this information is not inthe ESIS, but it is in the Grove.)
<chapter>

<title>

My title for

Chapter 1.

</title>

<para>

text

</para>

</chapter>

In the example above, the application will receive all the pretty-printinglinebreaks, TABs, and spaces between the elements as well as thoseembedded in the chapter title. It is the function of the application, not theparser, to decide which type of white-space to discard and which to retain.Many XML applications have configurable options to allow programmers orusers to control how such white-space is handled.
Peter Flynn writes:

WHY?

In SGML, a DTD is compulsory, always. A parser therefore always knows in

advance whether white-space has occurred in element content (and can

therefore be discarded) or in mixed content or character data (where it

must be preserved). XML allows processing without a DTD or Schema,

where it may be impossible to tell whether space should be discarded or

not, so the general rule was imposed that all white-space must be

reported to the application.

3.3 Which parts of an XML document are

case-sensitive?

All of it, both markup and text.
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All of an XML document is case-sensitive. This is significantly different fromHTML and most other SGML applications, where the default was to ignorecase. It was done to allow markup in non-Latin-alphabet languages, and toobviate problems with case-folding in writing systems which are inherentlycaseless.
• Element type names are case-sensitive: you must follow whatevercombination of upper- or lower-case you use to define them (either byfirst usage or in a DTD or Schema). So you can’t say <BODY>. . . </body>:upper- and lower-case must match; thus <Img/>, <IMG/>, and <img/> arethree different element types;
• For well-formed XML documents with no DTD, the first occurrence ofan element type name defines the casing;
• Attribute names are also case-sensitive, for example the two widthattributes in <PIC width="7in"/> and <PIC WIDTH="6in"/> (if theyoccurred in the same file) are separate attributes, because of thedifferent case of width and WIDTH;
• Attribute values are also case-sensitive. CDATA values (eg
xlink:href="MyFile.SGML") always have been, but NAME types (ID andIDREF attributes, and token list attributes) are now case-sensitive aswell;

• All general and parameter entity names (eg &Aacute;), and your datacontent (text), are case-sensitive as always.
3.4 How do I convert my information to XML format?

Write or use a converter in a language that understands XML

If the source file format has some kind of consistent and recognisablestructure, even simple line-breaks or spacing, it’s usually possible to writepattern-matching routines in many languages to isolate the informationfalling into such patterns and output it with tags around it.
XSLT2 has a pattern-matching syntax for doing exactly this kind of‘up-conversion’, and other processors such as Omnimark offer similar
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features. Such conversions may also create a temporary ‘half-way’ format towhich a second conversion is applied to create the final XML format.
If the source files are in a known format (CSV, for example), there may beexisting routines available for download or purchase which can create someXML format. A second XML-to-XML conversion can then be used to createthe final format required.
Database management systems may have built-in ‘export-to-XML’ routineswhich can create a similar ‘half-way’ format for subsequent conversion(see Question 4.8 on page 81 for an example).
If the information is completely unformatted, or so badly or inconsistentlyformatted that automated conversion is impossible, it will have to be edited byhand into XML format. Wordprocessor documents are the classic example ofthis. There are companies which specialise in this kind of work, particularlyaround the Pacific Rim, who have long experience in dealing in all kinds ofweird and wonderful formats, and will send fully-fledged XML back to you.
Two formats frequently requested as sources are better-supported:
LATEX Well-formed LATEX documents (those that do not use homebrewmacros, especially those using plain TEX or obsolete commands) can beconverted using the TEX4ht package. At the time of writing (2015) thisis unsupported since the untimely death of its author, but is fullyfunctional.

TEX4ht can convert to HTML and ODF (OpenOffice format) in variousways, so the resulting file can easily be opened in OpenOffice andsaved as a .docx file. There are command-line options for the oowriterprogram (or lowriter if you are using Libre Office) which allow forscripted bulk conversion.
Other facilities are available in some editors and online services (suchas the blogs and forums which support LATEX formatting in web pages).These may also be used for conversion.

MICROSOFT Word Word (.docx) files are Zip files containing XMLdocuments along with the associated images and stylesheets. By default,
Word documents consist only of paragraphs (w:p elements)And tables,the only other block-level element in normal use.
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. All the metadata about document structure is provided as font andspacing information, which can only reliably be interpreted by ahuman, making meaningful conversion exceptionally difficult.
However, if named styles (from the built-in style menu or created bythe author) are used consistently, it is possible to write an XSLT2 scriptto match them and output more usable XML markup.
Some editors (eg XMLMind, AbiWord) and other systems now provideconversion from Word, both to a purely visual (HTML) format,mimicking the appearance of the original, and to a ‘semantic’vocabulary such as DocBook or DITA, with no formatting.
The XSLT2 route also applies to OpenOffice/LibreOffice, which alsostores XML in a Zip file. The markup is different, but can be convertedalong the same lines.

3.5 How can I make my existing HTML files work in

XML?

Either make them XHTML/HTML5, or use a different document type.

Either convert them to conform to some new document type (with orwithout a DTD or Schema) and write a stylesheet to go with them; or editthem to conform to XHTML or HTML5.
You may need to convert existing HTML files because XML does not permitend-tag minimisation (missing </p>, etc), unquoted attribute values, and anumber of other SGML shortcuts which are commonly used in HTML. ManyHTML authoring tools already produce almost (but not quite) well-formedXML by making sure that end-tags are used, attribute values are quoted,etc — however, many do not.
You may be able to convert HTML to XHTML using the Dave Raggett’sHTML Tidy program (a HTML5 version also exists), which can clean upsome of the horrible mess of pseudo-markup left behind by incompetentHTML editors, and even separate out some of the formatting to a stylesheet,but there is usually still some hand-editing to do.
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Most modern website design programs, including DreamWeaver, still don’tproduce anything like well-formed HTML, largely because they are intendedfor making pages look pretty, rather than getting the markup right. Using awebsite design program and its HTML pages as the sole repository of yourinformation can be a dangerous and expensive mistake. If you’re workingthe other way round, however, getting the information design right in XMLfirst, and then exporting it to a page design produced using a website designprogram, it’s probably less important that the HTML is a mess, becausebrowsers are very forgiving.
CONVERTING VALID HTML TO XHTML

If your HTML files are valid (full formal validation with an SGML parser

against one of the published DTDs, not just a simple syntax check), then

try validating them as XHTML with an XML parser. If you have been

creating clean HTML without embedded formatting then this process

should throw up only mismatches in upper/lowercase element and

attribute names, and EMPTY elements like img, plus any non-standard

element type names if you use them. Simple hand-editing or a short script

should be enough to fix these changes.

If your HTML validly uses end-tag omission and unquoted attribute

values, this can be fixed automatically by a normalisation program like

sgmlnorm (from the OpenSP package, which is part of OpenJade), or by the

sgml-normalize function in an editor like Emacs/psgml (don’t be put off by

the names, they both do XML).

If you have a lot of valid HTML files, you could write a script to do this

in a programming language which understands SGML markup (such as

Omnimark, SGMLC , or one of the popular scripting languages (eg Perl,

Python, Tcl, etc), using their SGML/XML libraries); or you could even use

editor macros if you know what you’re doing.

If your HTML is invalid or badly-formed, try the HTML Tidy program

mentioned above. If that doesn’t fix them, I’m afraid you’ll need to write

something special using the procedure below, or do it all by hand-editing,

or copy-and-paste from a browser.

CONVERTING TO A NEW DOCUMENT TYPE

If you want to move your files out of HTML into some other DTD entirely,

there are many native XML industrial DTDs, and modular XML versions of

popular DTDs like TEI (literary, historical, and linguistic documents) and

DocBook (computer documentation) or DITA (technical documentation) to
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choose from. There were several sites for the exchange of new XML DTDs,

but writing new ones is now rare.

You can of course just make up your own markup: so long as it makes

sense and you create a well-formed file, you should be able to write a CSS

or XSLT stylesheet and have your document displayed in a browser.

CONVERTING INVALID HTML TO WELL FORMED XHTML

If your files are invalid HTML (95they can be converted to well-formed

DTDless files as follows:

1. replace any DOCTYPE Declaration with the XML Declaration

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> (or using the appropriate

character encoding).

2. If there was no DOCTYPE Declaration, just prepend the XML

Declaration. Either way, the XML Declaration, if used, must be line 1

of the document.

3. Change any EMPTY elements (eg every BASE, ISINDEX, LINK, META,

NEXTID and RANGE in the header, and every AREA, ATOPARA, AUDIOSCOPE,

BASEFONT, BR, CHOOSE, COL, FRAME, HR, IMG, KEYGEN, LEFT, LIMITTEXT, OF,

OVER, PARAM, RIGHT, SPACER, SPOT, TAB, and WBR in the body of the

document) so that they end with /> instead, for example

<img src="mypic.gif" alt="Picture"/>;

4. Make all element type names and attribute names lowercase;

5. Ensure there are correctly-matched explicit end-tags for all

non-EMPTY elements; eg every <para> must have a </para>, etc;

6. Escape all < and & non-markup (ie literal text) characters as &lt; and

&amp; respectively (there shouldn’t have been any isolated <

characters to start with, anyway!);

7. Ensure all attribute values are in matched quotes (values with

embedded single quotes must be in double quotes, and vice versa —

if you need both, use the &quot; character entity reference);

8. Ensure all script URIs which have & as a field separator are changed to

use &amp; or a semicolon instead.

9. Ensure all scripts (eg Javascript) which have < or & characters

(mathematical less-than tests, and Boolean AND conditionals) are

either given as CDATA Marked Sections, or (if browser processors

accept them) changed to use &lt; and &amp; or a semicolon

respectively.

Be aware that some obsolete HTML browsers may not accept XML-styleEMPTY elements with the trailing slash, so the above changes may not be
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backwards-compatible. An alternative is to add a dummy end-tag to allEMPTY elements, so <img src="foo.gif"/> becomes
<img src="foo.gif"></img>. This is valid XML but you must be able toguarantee no-one will ever put any text content inside such elements. Addinga space before the closing slash in EMPTY elements (eg
<img src="foo.gif" />) may also fool older browsers into accepting XHTMLas HTML.
If you have to answer Yes to any of the questions in the Question 3.5 below,you can save yourself a lot of grief by fixing those problems first beforedoing anything else. You will likely then be getting very close to havingwell-formed files.
Markup which is syntactically correct but semantically meaningless or voidshould be edited out before conversion. Examples are bogus spacing devicessuch as repeated empty paragraphs or linebreaks, empty tables, invisiblespacing GIFs etc. XML uses stylesheets, and CSS3 means you won’t need anyof these.
Unfortunately there is rather a lot of work to do if your files are invalid: thisis why many Webmasters now insist that only valid or well-formed files areused (and why you should instruct your designers to do the same), in orderto avoid unnecessary manual maintenance and conversion costs later.

CHECKLIST FOR INVALID HTML

If your HTML files fall into this category (HTML created by most WYSIWYG

editors is usually invalid) then they will almost certainly have to be

converted manually, although if the deformities are regular and carefully

constructed, the files may actually be almost well-formed, and you could

write a program or script to do as described above. The oddities you may

need to check for include:

• Do the files contain markup syntax errors? For example, are there

any missing angle-brackets, backslashes instead of forward slashes

on end-tags, or elements which nest incorrectly (eg

<B>starting <I>inside one element</B> but ending out-

side</I> it)?

• Are there elements with missing end-tags that cannot be inferred by

(eg) sgmlnorm?

• Are there any URIs (eg in hrefs or srcs) which use Microsoft

Windows-style backslashes instead of normal forward slashes?
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• Do the files contain markup which conflicts with HTML DTDs, such as

headings or lists inside paragraphs, list items outside list

environments, header elements like base preceding the first html,

etc? (another sloppy editor trick)

• Do the files use imaginary elements which are not in any known

HTML DTD? (large amounts of these are used in proprietary markup

systems masquerading as HTML). Although this is easy to transform

to a DTDless well-formed file (because you don’t have to define

elements in advance) most proprietary or browser-specific

extensions have never been formally defined, so it is often impossible

to work out meaningfully where the element types can be used.

• Are there any invalid (non-XML) characters in your files? Look

especially for native Apple Mac Roman-8 characters left by careless

designers; any of the illegal Windows characters (the 32 characters at

decimal codes 128–159 inclusive) inserted by Microsoft editors; and

any of the ASCII control characters 0–31 (except those permitted

like TAB, CR, and LF). These must be converted to the correct

characters in UTF-8 (or whatever you are using).

• Do your files contain invalid (old Mosaic/Netscape-style) comments?

Comments must look

<!-- like this -->

with double-dashes each end and no other double (especially not

multiple) dashes in between.

3.6 How do I convert XML to other file formats?

Write a conversion in a language that understands XML

While it is possible to write conversion routines by inventing your own XMLparser, it is not recommended except as an exercise for students ofcomputing science. All major languages have XML libraries that do all theheavy lifting of parsing (and validating, if needed).
You do need to know what’s in the XML document before you start: there isno magic wand that will automatically deduce what things mean and wherethey are located in the file. If you have been handed some XML files out ofthe blue, you will need to go and find the creator or some documentationabout them. The first 2–3 lines of the file may hold a clue as to what type of
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XML they are. You will almost certainly need a copy of the DTD or Schemato which the files have been created.
The options for programming are:

• Use a language designed for the task. XSLT2 has all the facilities forhandling XML built in from the start, and standalone processors areavailable for all platforms. Many XML editors have a copy of XSLT(XSLT2, hopefully) built in, so they offer an integrated developmentenvironment for editing and conversion. XSLT2 conversion can alsorun inside server packages like Apache Cocoon.
• Use an XML processing or pipelining package. These are (usually)commercial products which provide extensive document management,document database, and document conversion and editing functions,often as part of a much larger enterprise information solution, usingXSLT2 or their own in-house systems. Two popular ones areMarkLogic and OmniMark.
• For data, use a conversion system that does not require writing code:Flexter is an example of one with a graphical interface for mappingsource elements (XML) to target fields (several formats). While thisapproach is not appropriate for ‘document’ XML (books, articles, etc) itprovides a useful method for tabular ‘data’-type XML of arbitrarycomplexity.
• Use a conventional compilable language. Java or C (or one of its many++/ variants) would be common; Pascal, FORTRAN, or COBOL arerare these days, but XML libraries do exist for them). BASIC, anyone?
• Use a scripting language. Perl, Python, Tcl, VBscript, or evenPowershell are all popular, and XML libraries exist for them; thePython ones have an excellent reputation.
• Combine XML utilities with standard shell command utilities. Here isan early example of an XML-to-CSV routine which uses onsgmls toexpose the ESIS, and awk to reformat it. Similar processes can bedeveloped using the LTXML2 toolkit.
• There are downloadable (sometimes free) programs claiming to be‘easy’ XML converters. The editor would like to hear recommendations
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or warnings ,

The process of converting XML to other formats is sometimes referred to as‘down-converting’, as it may involve the unavoidable loss of information(usually metadata) when the target format simply doesn’t have a way torepresent it.

3.7 If XML is just a subset of SGML, can I use my

existing SGML tools?

Yes, if they are up to date

Yes, provided you use up-to-date SGML software which knows about theWebSGML Adaptations TC to ISO 8879 (the features needed to support XML,such as the variant form for EMPTY elements; some aspects of the SGMLDeclaration such as NAMECASE GENERAL NO; multiple attribute token listdeclarations, etc).
An alternative is to use an SGML DTD to let you create a fully-normalisedSGML file, but one which does not use empty elements; and then remove theDocType Declaration so it becomes a well-formed DTDless XML file. MostSGML tools now handle XML files well, and provide an option switchbetween the two standards. (see the pointers in Question 4.10 on page 83).
Unless there are very special reasons, you should probably plan to moveyour SGML to XML anyway.

3.8 I’m used to authoring and serving HTML. Can I

learn XML easily?

Yes

Very easily, but even after nearly 20 years there is still a need for moretutorials, simpler tools, and more open examples of XML documents.
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‘Well-formed’ XML documents may look similar to HTML except for somesmall but very important points of syntax.
The big practical difference is that XML has to stick to the rules. HTMLbrowsers let you serve them even fatally broken or ridiculously corruptHTML because they don’t do a formal parse but just elide all the broken bitsinstead. With XML your files have to be completely correct or they simplywon’t work at all. One outstanding problem is that some browsers claimingXML conformance are also broken, and some browsers’ support for XSLTprocessing and CSS styling is still dubious at the best. Try yours on the list ofreal hotel web sites.
3.9 Can XML use non-Latin characters?

Yes, this is the default

Yes, the XML Specification explicitly says XML uses ISO 10646, theinternational standard character repertoire which covers most knownlanguages. Unicode is an identical repertoire, and the two standards trackeach other. The spec says (2.2): ‘All XML processors must accept the UTF-8and UTF-16 encodings of ISO 10646. . . ’. There is a Unicode FAQ at
http://www.unicode.org/faq/ and an example of the range of alphabets andsymbols at http://www.cogsci.ed.ac.uk/˜richard/unicode-sample-3-2.html.

While XML software may allow you to enter any Unicode character into a

document, your readers can only see the characters if their computer has a

suitable font! Not all typefaces and font files have the entire Unicode

repertoire (ones that do are huge).

UTF-8 is an encoding of Unicode into 8-bit characters: the first 128 are thesame as ASCII, and higher-order characters are used to encode anythingelse from Unicode into sequences of between 2 and 6 bytes. UTF-8 in itssingle-octet form is therefore the same as ISO 646 IRV (ASCII), so you cancontinue to use ASCII for English or other languages using the Latinalphabet without diacritics (accents). Note that UTF-8 is incompatible withISO 8859-1 (ISO Latin-1) after code point 127 decimal (the end of ASCII).
UTF-16 is an encoding of Unicode into 16-bit characters, which lets it
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represent 16 planes. UTF-16 is incompatible with ASCII because it uses two8-bit bytes per character (four bytes above U+FFFF).
Peter Flynn writes:

The encoding specification can refer to any character set your software

supports, but the XML Specification only requires that applications

support UTF-8 and UTF-16. Some of the common encodings supported by

software include:

US ASCII Characters TAB, LF, CR, space, and the printable characters 33 to

126 (decimal) only (all other control characters are forbidden by

XML).

ISO 8859 1 (Western European Latin-1) As ASCII plus codes 128 to 255

(decimal). Covers most (but not all) western European accented

letters.

ISO 8859 2 TO 15 These other planes of ISO-8859 cover the remaining and

different sets of Latin-based alphabetic and other symbols.

‘CODEPAGES’ AND OTHER OBSOLESCENT SETS Some software may also

support various obsolete ‘codepages’, such as IBM-850, Microsoft

Windows-1252, Apple Macintosh Roman-8, DEC Multinational and

other non-standard character encodings, but these are generally

non-portable and should be avoided where possible.

One common practice in western Europe is to use ISO-8859-1 so that the

majority of common accented letters can be used as single bytes, and to

use character entity references or numeric entities for all other characters.

This has the advantage that such files can be opened in almost any

single-byte editor. The drawback is that numeric entities are not

mnemonic, and character entities have to be declared in DTD or internal

subset, but if they are rare, this may not be a serious problem.

Bertilo Wennergren writes:

UTF-16 is an encoding that represents each Unicode character of the first

plane (the first 64K characters) of Unicode with a 16-bit unit — in practice

with two bytes for each character. Thus it is backwards compatible with

neither ASCII nor Latin-1. UTF-16 can also access an additional 1 million

characters by a mechanism known as surrogate pairs (two 16-bit units for

each character).

‘. . . the mechanisms for signalling which of the two are in use, and for

bringing other encodings into play, are [. . . ] in the discussion of character

encodings.’ The XML Specification explains how to specify in your XML file
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which coded character set you are using.

‘Regardless of the specific encoding used, any character in the ISO

10646 character set may be referred to by the decimal or hexadecimal

equivalent of its bit string’: so no matter which character set you

personally use, you can still refer to specific individual characters from

elsewhere in the encoded repertoire by using &#dddd; (decimal character

code) or &#xHHHH; (hexadecimal character code, in uppercase). The

terminology can get confusing, as can the numbers: see the ISO 10646

Concept Dictionary. Rick Jelliffe has XML-ised the ISO character entity

sets. Mike Brown’s encoding information at http://skew.org/xml/tutorial/

is a very useful explanation of the need for correct encoding. There is an

excellent online database of glyphs and characters in many encodings

from the Estonian Language Institute server at http://www.eki.ee/letter/.

3.10 What’s a DTD and where do I get one?

A specification of document structure. You can write one or

download them.

A DTD is a description in XML Declaration Syntax of a particular type orclass of document. It sets out what names are to be used for the differenttypes of element, where they may occur, and how they all fit together. ASchema does the same thing in XML Document Syntax, so it can be read asan XML document itself; and Schemas allow more extensive data-typing.
For example, if you want a document type to be able to describe Lists whichcontain Items, the relevant part of your DTD might contain something likethis:
<!ELEMENT List (Item)+>

<!ELEMENT Item (#PCDATA)>

This defines a list as an element type containing one or more items (that’sthe plus sign); and it defines items as element types containing just plain text(Parsed Character Data or PCDATA). Validators read the DTD before theyread your document so that they can identify where every element typeought to come, what they can contain, and how each relates to the other, sothat applications which need to know this in advance (processors, browsers,
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editors, search engines, navigators, and databases) can set themselves upcorrectly. The example above lets you create lists like this:
<List>

<Item>Chocolate</Item>

<Item>Music</Item>

<Item>Surfing</Item>

</List>

As explained in Question 3.2 on page 36, the indentation in the example isjust for legibility while editing: it is not required by XML. It could just aseasily be written like this:
<List><Item>Chocolate</Item><Item>Music</Item><Item>Surfing</Item></List>

A DTD therefore provides applications with advance notice of what namesand structures can be used in a particular document type. Using a DTD and avalidating editor means you can be certain that all documents of thatparticular type will be constructed and named in a consistent andconformant manner.
DTDs are not required for processing well-formed documents, but they areneeded if you want to take advantage of XML’s special attribute types like thebuilt-in ID/IDREF cross-reference mechanism; or the use of default attributevalues; or references to external non-XML files (‘Notations’) like images; or ifyou simply want a check on document validity before processing.
There are thousands of DTDs already in existence in all kinds of areas (seethe SGML/XML Cover Pages for pointers). Many of them can bedownloaded and used freely, but some are restricted to certain industries, orare proprietary; but you can also write your own (see the question oncreating your own DTD. Old SGML DTDs need to be converted to XML foruse with XML systems: read the question on converting SGML DTDs toXML; but most popular SGML DTDs are already available in XML form.
Some XML editors use a binary compiled format of DTD produced by theirown management routines to allow a single person in an organisation to bein charge of modifications, and to distribute only an unmodifiable (binarycompiled) version to users.
The alternatives to a DTD are various forms of Schema. These provide moreextensive validation features than DTDs, including character data content
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validation.

3.11 Does XML let me make up my own tags?

Yes but they’re not called tags. They’re element types.

XML lets you make up names for your own element types. If you think tagsand elements are the same thing you are already in considerable trouble:read the rest of this question carefully.
The same applies if you are thinking in terms of ‘fields’ (see Question 4.8 onpage 81). Wrong paradigm, wrong language.

Bob DuCharme writes:

Don’t confuse the term ‘tag’ with the term ‘element’. They are not

interchangeable. An element usually contains two different kinds of tag: a

start-tag and an end-tag, with text or more markup between them.

XML lets you decide which elements you want in your document and

then indicate your element boundaries using the appropriate start- and

end-tags for those elements. Each <!ELEMENT... declaration defines a

type of element that may be used in a document conforming to that DTD.

We call this type of element an ‘element type’. Just as the HTML DTD

includes the H1 and P element types, your document can have color or

price element types, or anything else you want.

Normal (non-empty) elements are made up of a start-tag, the

element’s content, and an end-tag. <color>red</color> is a complete

instance of the color element. <color> is only the start-tag of the

element, showing where it begins; it is not the element itself.

Empty elements are a special case that may be represented either as a

pair of start- and end-tags with nothing between them (eg

<price retail="123"></price>) or as a single empty element start-tag

that has a closing slash to tell the parser ‘don’t go looking for an end-tag to

match this’ (eg <price retail="123"/>).
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3.12 How do I create my own document type?

Analyse the class of documents, and write a DTD or Schema

Document types usually need a formal description, either a DTD or aSchema. Whilst it is possible to process well-formed XML documentswithout any such description, trying to create them without one is asking fortrouble. A DTD or Schema is used with an XML editor or API interface toguide and control the construction of the document, making sure the rightelements go in the right places.
Creating your own document type therefore begins with an analysis of theclass of documents you want to encode: reports, invoices, letters,configuration files, credit-card verification requests, novels, plays, theses, orwhatever. Once you have the structure correct, you write code to expressthis formally, using DTD or Schema syntax.
If you want to create a DTD, you need to learn the XML Declaration Syntax(very simple: declaration keywords begin with <! rather than just the openangle bracket, and the way the declarations are formed also differs slightly).Here’s an example of a DTD for a shopping list, based on the fragment usedearlier:
<!ELEMENT Shopping-List (Item)+>

<!ELEMENT Item (#PCDATA)>

It says that there shall be an element called Shopping-List and that it shallcontain elements called Item: there must be at least one Item (that’s the plussign) but there may be more than one. It also says that the Item element maycontain only parsed character data (PCDATA, ie text: no further markup).
Because there is no other element which contains Shopping-List, thatelement is assumed to be the ‘root’ element, which encloses everything elsein the document. You can now use it to create an XML file: give your editorthe declarations:
<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!DOCTYPE Shopping-List SYSTEM "shoplist.dtd">
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(assuming you put the DTD in that file). Now your editor will let you createfiles according to the pattern:
<Shopping-List>

<Item>Chocolate</Item>

<Item>Sugar</Item>

<Item>Butter</Item>

</Shopping-List>

It is possible to develop complex and powerful DTDs of great subtlety, but forany significant use you should learn more about document systems analysisand document type design. See for example Maler and el Andaloussi (&, M.,1995): this was written for SGML but perhaps 95than full SGML — see thelist of restrictions which shows what has been cut out.
Incidentally, a DTD file never has a DOCTYPE Declaration in it: that only

occurs in an XML document instance (it’s what references the DTD). And a

DTD file also never has an XML Declaration at the top either. Unfortunately

there is still software around which inserts one or both of these.

3.13 Can a root element type be explicitly declared in

the DTD?

No, use the Document Type Declaration.

This is done in the document’s Document Type Declaration, not in the DTD.
Bob DuCharme writes:

In a Document Type Declaration like this:

<!DOCTYPE chapter SYSTEM "docbookx.dtd">

the whole point of the chapter part is to identify which of the element

types declared in the specified DTD should be used as the root element. I

believe the highest level element in DocBook is set, but I find it hard to

imagine someone creating a document to represent a set of books. We are

free to use set, book, chapter, article, or even para as the document

element for a valid DocBook document.
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[One job some parsers do is determine which element type[s] in a DTD

are not contained in the content model of any other element type: these

are by deduction the prime candidates for being default root elements.

(PF)]

This is A Good Thing, because it adds flexibility to how the DTD is used.

It’s the reason that XML (and SGML) have lent themselves so well to

electronic publishing systems in which different elements were mixed and

matched to create different documents all conforming to the same DTD.

I’ve seen schema proposals that let you specify which of a schema’s

element types could be a document’s root element, but after a quick look

at section 3.3 of Part 1 of the W3C Schema Recommendation and the

RELAX NG schema for RELAX, I don’t believe that either of these let you

do this. I could be wrong.

3.14 I keep hearing about alternatives to DTDs.

What’s a Schema?

Like a DTD for validating content as well as structure.

The W3C XML Schema recommendation provides a means of specifyingformal data typing and validation of element content in terms of data types,so that document type designers can provide criteria for checking the datacontent of elements as well as the markup itself. Schemas are written inXML Document Syntax, like XML documents are, avoiding the need forprocessing software to be able to read XML Declaration Syntax (used forDTDs).
There is a separate Schema FAQ at http://schema.org/docs/faq.html Theterm ‘vocabulary’ is sometimes used to refer to DTDs and Schemas together.Schemas are aimed at e-commerce, data control, and database-styleapplications where character data content requires validation and wherestricter data control is needed than is possible with DTDs; or where strongdata typing is required. They are usually unnecessary for traditional textdocument publishing applications, where DTDs continue to be used.
Unlike DTDs, Schemas cannot be specified in an XML Document TypeDeclaration. They can be specified in a Namespace, where Schema-awaresoftware should pick it up, but this is optional:
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<?xml version="1.0"?>

<invoice xml:id="abc123"

xmlns="http://example.org/ns/books/"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://acme.wilycoyote.org/xsd/invoice.xsd">

...

</invoice>

More commonly, you specify the Schema in your processing software, whichshould record separately which Schema is used by which XML documentinstance.
In contrast to the complexity of the W3C Schema model, Relax NG is alightweight, easy-to-use XML schema language devised by James Clark (see
http://relaxng.org/) with development hosted by OASIS. It allows similarrichness of expression and the use of XML as its syntax, but it provides anadditional simplified syntax which is easier to use for those accustomed toDTDs.

Authors and publishers should note that the English plural of Schema is

Schemas: the use of the singular to do duty for the plural is a foible dear to

the semi-literate; the use of the old (Greek) plural schemata is unnecessary

didacticism.

Writers should also note that the plural of DTD is DTDs: there is no

apostrophe — see Truss (Truss, 2003).

Bob DuCharme writes:

Many XML developers were dissatisfied with the syntax of the markup

declarations described in the XML spec for two reasons. First, they felt

that if XML documents were so good at describing structured information,

then the description of a document type’s own structure (its schema)

should be in an XML document instead of written with its own special

syntax. In addition to being more consistent, this would make it easier to

edit and manipulate the schema with regular document manipulation

tools. Secondly, they felt that traditional DTD notation didn’t allow

document type designers the power to impose enough constraints on the

data — for example, the ability to say that a certain element type must

always have a positive integer value, that it may not be empty, or that it

must be one of a list of possible choices. This eases the development of

software using that data because the developer has less error-checking
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code to write.

Peter Flynn writes:

A DTD is only for specifying the element structure of an XML file, with a

very limited amount of control over attribute values. It gives the names of

the elements, attributes, and entities that can be used, and how they fit

together. DTDs are designed for use with traditional text documents, not

rectangular or tabular data, so the concept of data types is not as relevant:

text is just text. If you need to specify numeric ranges or to define

limitations or checks on the character data (text) content, a DTD is the

wrong tool.

3.15 How will XML affect my document links?

XML Links are much more powerful, but not yet implemented in

browsers

The linking abilities of XML systems are potentially much more powerfulthan those of HTML, so you’ll be able to do much more with them. Existing
href-style links will remain usable, but the new linking technology is basedon the lessons learned in the development of other standards involvinghypertext, such as TEI and HyTime, which let you manage bidirectional andmulti-way links, as well as links to a whole element or span of text (withinyour own or other documents) rather than to a single point. These featureshave been available to SGML users for many years, so there is considerableexperience and expertise available in using them. Currently only MozillaFirefox implements XLink.
The XML Linking Specification (XLink) and the XML Extended PointerSpecification (XPointer) documents contain the details. An XLink can beeither a URI or a TEI-style Extended Pointer (XPointer), or both. A URI onits own is assumed to be a resource; if an XPointer follows it, it is assumed tobe a sub-resource of that URI; an XPointer on its own is assumed to apply tothe current document (all exactly as with HTML).
An XLink may use one of #, ?, or |. The # and ? mean the same as in HTMLapplications; the | means the sub-resource can be found by applying the linkto the resource, but the method of doing this is left to the application. An
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XPointer can only follow a #.
The TEI Extended Pointer Notation (EPN) is much more powerful than thefragment address on the end of some URIs, as it allows you to specify thelocation of a link end using the structure of the document as well as (or inaddition to) known, fixed points like IDs. For example, the linked secondoccurrence of the word ‘XPointer’ two paragraphs back could be referred towith the URI (shown here with linebreaks and spaces for clarity: in practiceit would of course be all one long string):
http://xml.silmaril.ie/faq.xml#ID(hypertext)

.child(1,#element,’answer’)

.child(2,#element,’para’)

.child(1,#element,’link’)

This means the first link element within the second paragraph within the
answer in the element whose ID is "hypertext" (this question). Count theobjects from the start of this question (which has the ID "hypertext") in theXML source:

1. the first child object is the element containing the question(quandaentry);
2. the second child object is the answer (the answer element);
3. within this element go to the second paragraph;
4. find the first link element.

Eve Maler explained the relationship of XLink and XPointer as follows:
XLink governs how you insert links into your XML document, where the

link might point to anything (eg a GIF file); XPointer governs the fragment

identifier that can go on a URL when you’re linking to an XML document,

from anywhere (eg from an HTML file).

[Or indeed from an XML file, a URI in a mail message, etc. . . Ed.]

David Megginson has produced an xpointer function for Emacs/psgml whichwill deduce an XPointer for any location in an XML document. XML Spy has
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a similar function.
3.16 Can I encode mathematics using XML?

Yes, using MathML.

Mathematics is enabled if the document type you use provides for math, andyour users’ browsers are capable of rendering it. The mathematics-usingcommunity has developed the MathML Recommendation at the W3C, whichis a native XML application suitable for embedding in other DTDs andSchemas.
It is also possible to make XML fragments from other DTDs, such as ISO12083 Math, or OpenMath, or one of your own making. Browsers whichdisplay math embedded in SGML existed for many years (eg DynaText,Panorama, Multidoc Pro), and mainstream browsers are now renderingMathML. David Carlisle has produced a set of stylesheets for renderingMathML in browsers. It is also possible to use XSLT to convert XML mathmarkup to LATEX for print (PDF) rendering, or to use XSL:FO.
Please note that XML is not itself a programming language, so concepts suchas arithmetic and ‘if’-statements (if-then-else logic) are not meaningful innormal XML documents.
3.17 How does XML handle my metadata?

Any way you want.

Because XML lets you define your own markup languages, you can makefull use of the extended hypertext features of XML (see the question onLinks) to store or link to metadata in any format (eg using ISO 11179, as aTopic Maps Published Subject, with Dublin Core, Warwick Framework, orwith Resource Description Framework (RDF), or even Platform for InternetContent Selection (PICS)).
There are no predefined elements in XML, because it is an architecture, notan application, so it is not part of XML’s job to specify how or if authors
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should or should not implement metadata. You are therefore free to use anysuitable method. Browser makers may also have their own architecturalrecommendations or methods to propose.
Id you are generating HTML5 from your XML, be aware that HTML5 doesnot use Dublin Core as HTML did (see
http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/document-metadata.html) but it has aregistration mechanism for extensions to the predefined set of metadatanames.

3.18 How do I use graphics in XML?

Reference them as for HTML or use XLink. Or embed SVG.

Graphics have traditionally just been links which happen to have a picturefile at the end rather than another piece of text. They can therefore beimplemented in any way supported by the XLink and XPointer specifications(see Question 3.15 on page 56), including using similar syntax to existingHTML images. They can also be referenced using XML’s built-in NOTATIONand ENTITY mechanism in a similar way to standard SGML, as externalunparsed entities.
However, Scalable Vector Graphics (an XML specification for vectorgraphics) lets you use XML markup to draw vector graphics objects directlyin your XML file. This provides enormous power for the inclusion ofportable graphics, especially interactive or animated sequences, and it is nowbecoming supported in browsers, and can be exported from standardgraphics (drawing) programs like GIMP.
The XML linking specifications for external images give you much bettercontrol over the traversal and activation of links, so an author can specify,for example, whether or not to have an image appear when the page isloaded, or on a click from the user, or in a separate window, without havingto resort to scripting.
XML itself doesn’t predicate or restrict graphic file formats: GIF, JPG, TIFF,PNG, CGM, EPS, and SVG at a minimum would seem to make sense;
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however, vector formats (EPS, SVG) are normally essential fornon-photographic images (diagrams).
EMBEDDED BINARY GRAPHICS

You cannot embed a raw binary graphics file (or any other binary

[non-text] data) directly into an XML file because any bytes happening to

resemble markup would get misinterpreted: you must refer to it by linking

(see below). It is, however, possible to include a text-encoded

transformation of a binary file as a CDATA Marked Section, using

something like UUencode with the markup characters ], & and > removed

from the map so that they could not occur as an erroneous CDATA

termination sequence and be misinterpreted. You could even use simple

hexadecimal encoding as used in PostScript. For vector graphics, however,

the solution is to use SVG (see Question 3.18 on the next page).

Sound files are binary objects in the same way that external graphics are, sothey can only be referenced externally (using the same techniques as forgraphics). Music files written in MusiXML or an XML variant of SMDL couldhowever be embedded in the same way as for SVG.
The point about using entities to manage your graphics is that you can keepthe list of entity declarations separate from the rest of the document, so youcan re-use the names if an image is needed more than once, but only storethe physical file specification in a single place. External entities are availableonly when using a DTD, not a Schema.
Bob DuCharme writes:

All the data in an XML document entity must be parsable XML. You can

define an external entity as either a parsed entity (parsable XML) or an

unparsed entity (anything else). Unparsed entities can be used for picture

files, sound files, movie files, or whatever you like. They can only be

referenced from within a document as the value of an attribute (much like

a bitmap picture on an HTML Web page is the value of the img element’s

src attribute) and not part of the actual document. In an XML document,

this attribute must be declared to be of type ENTITY, and the entity’s

declaration must specify a declared NOTATION, because if the entity isn’t

XML, the XML processor needs to know what it is. For example, in the

following document, the colliepic entity is declared to have a JPEG

notation, and it’s used as the value of the empty dog element’s picfile

attribute.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!DOCTYPE dog [

<!NOTATION JPEG SYSTEM "Joint Photographic Experts Group">

<!ENTITY colliepic SYSTEM "lassie.jpg" NDATA JPEG>

<!ELEMENT dog EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST dog picfile ENTITY #REQUIRED>

]>

<dog picfile="colliepic"/>

The Entity method is particularly useful when you have many images, or

many repeated uses of the same images, because you only declare them

once, at the top of the document, making image management much easier.

The XLink and XPointer linking specifications describe other ways to

point to a non-XML file such as a graphic. These offer more sophisticated

control over the external entity’s position, handling, and appearance

within the XML document.

Peter Murray-Rust writes:

GIFs and JPEGs cater for bitmaps (pixel representations of images: all

made up of coloured dots). Vector graphics (scalable, made up of drawing

specifications) are addressed in the W3C’s graphics activity as Scalable

Vector Graphics (see http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG). With the

specification now complete, it is possible to transmit the graphical

representation as vectors directly within the XML file. For many graphics

objects this will mean greatly decreased download time and scaling

without loss of detail.

Max Dunn writes:

SVG has really taken off recently, and is quite an XML success story [. . . ]

there are [many] conformant implementations. We recently started an

SVG FAQ at http://www.svgfaq.com/.

XSLT can be used to generate SVG from XML; details are at

http://www.svgfaq.com/xslt.asp (be careful to use XSLT, not Microsoft’s

obsolete WD-xsl). Documents can also interact with SVG images (see

http://www.xml.com/pub/a/2000/03/22/style/index.html).
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3.19 What is parsing and how do I do it in XML?

Parsing is splitting up information into its component parts

Parsing is the act of splitting up information into its component parts(schools used to teach this in language classes until the teaching professioncaught the anti-grammar virus).
‘Mary feeds Spot’ parses as

1. Subject = Mary, proper noun, nominative case
2. Verb = feeds, transitive, third person singular, active voice, presenttense
3. Object = Spot, proper noun, accusative case

In computing, a parser is a program (or a piece of code or API that you canreference inside your own programs) which analyses files to identify thecomponent parts. All applications that read input have a parser of some kind,otherwise they’d never be able to figure out what the information means.Microsoft Word contains a parser which runs when you open a .doc file andchecks that it can identify all the hidden codes; iCal and Google Calendarcontain a parser which reads an .ical appointment attachment in youremail, and works out what information is in it. Give them a corrupted fileand you’ll get an error message.
XML applications are just the same: they contain a parser which reads XMLand identifies the function of each the pieces of the document, and it thenmakes that information available in memory to the rest of the program.
While reading an XML file, a parser checks the syntax (pointy brackets,matching quotes, etc) for well-formedness, and reports any violations(reportable errors). The XML Specification lists what these are.
Validation is another stage beyond parsing. As the component parts of theprogram are identified, a validating parser can compare them with thepattern laid down by the DTD or Schema, to check that they conform. In theprocess, default values and datatypes (if specified) can be added to thein-memory result of the validation that the validating parser gives to theapplication.
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<person xml:id="abc123" birth="1960-02-31" gender="female">

<name>

<forename>Judy</forename>

<surname>O’Grady</surname>

</name>

</person>

The example above parses as:
1. Element <person> identified with Attribute xml:id (predefined type ‘ID’)containing "abc123" and Attribute birth containing "1960-02-31" andAttribute gender containing "female" containing ...
2. Element <name> containing ...
3. Element <forename> containing text ‘Judy’ followed by ...
4. Element <surname> containing text ‘O’Grady’

(and lots of other stuff too). This ends up as a kind of family-tree structure inthe application’s memory (tree structures are a common way for programsto store related data).
As well as built-in parsers, there are also stand-alone parser-validators(see Question 3.19), which read an XML file and tell you if they find an error(like missing angle-brackets or quotes, or misplaced markup). This isessential for testing files in isolation before doing something else with them,especially if they have been created by hand without an XML editor, or by anAPI which may be too deeply embedded elsewhere to allow easy testing.
Bill Rayer writes:

For standalone parsing/validation use software like James Clark’s onsgmls

or Richard Tobin’s rxp. Both work under Linux and Windows/DOS. The

difference is in the format of the error listing (if any), and that some

versions of onsgmls do not retrieve DTDs or other files over the network,

whereas rxp does.

Make sure your XML file correctly references its DTD in a Document

Type Declaration, and that the DTD file[s] are locally accessible (rxp will

retrieve them if you have an Internet connection; onsgmls may not, so it

may need a local copy).
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Download and install the software. Make sure it is installed to a

location where your operating system can find it. If you don’t know what

any of this means, you will need some help from someone who knows how

to download and install software on your type of operating system.

For onsgmls, copy pubtext/xml.soc and pubtext/xml.dcl to your

working directory.

To validate myfile.xml, open a shell (command or terminal) window

(Linux) or an MS-DOS (command) window (Microsoft Windows). In these

examples we’ll assume your XML file is called myfile.xml and it’s in a

folder called myfolder. Use the real names of your folder and file when

you type the commands.

FOR onsgmls: $ onsgmls -wxml -wundefined -cxml.soc -s myfile.xml

There are many other options for onsgmls which are described on the

Web page. The ones given here are required because it’s based on an

SGML parser and these options switch it to XML mode and suppress

the normal output, leaving just the errors (if any).

In Microsoft Windows you may have to prefix the onsgmls command

with the full path to wherever it was installed, eg

C:\Program Files\OpenSP\bin\onsgmls.

FOR rxp: $ rxp myfile.xml

rxp also has some options which are described on its Web page.

In Microsoft Windows you may have to prefix the rxp command with

the full path to wherever it was installed, eg

C:\Program Files\ltxml2\bin\rxp.

3.20 How do I include one XML file in another?

Use a general entity, same as for SGML, or use XInclude.

One method is to use Document Entities, which work exactly the same as forSGML, but require a DTD or internal subset. First you declare the entity youwant to include, and then you refer to it by name as an Entity Reference:
<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!DOCTYPE novel SYSTEM "/dtd/novel.dtd" [

<!ENTITY chap1 SYSTEM "mydocs/chapter1.xml">

<!ENTITY chap2 SYSTEM "mydocs/chapter2.xml">
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<!ENTITY chap3 SYSTEM "mydocs/chapter3.xml">

<!ENTITY chap4 SYSTEM "mydocs/chapter4.xml">

<!ENTITY chap5 SYSTEM "mydocs/chapter5.xml">

]>

<novel>

<header>

...blah blah...

</header>

&chap1;

&chap2;

&chap3;

&chap4;

&chap5;

</novel>

The difference between this method and the one used for including a DTDfragment (see Question 4.19 on page 95) is that this uses an external general(file) entity which is referenced in the same way as for a character entity(with an ampersand).
The one thing to make sure of is that the included file must not have anXML or DOCTYPE Declaration on it. If you’ve been using one for editingthe fragment, remove it before using the file in this way. Yes, this is a pain inthe butt, but if you have lots of inclusions like this, write a script to strip offthe declaration (and paste it back on again for editing).
Schemas do not support entities, so the alternative is to use XInclude. This isa W3C specification for including one XML document (or fragment) insideanother.
<?xml version="1.0"?>

...

<article xmlns="http://docbook.org/ns/docbook"

xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude">

<info>

<xi:include href="metadata.xml" parse="xml"

xpointer="title"/>

</info>

<sect1>

...

</sect1>
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</article>

Your processing software must be able to handle XInclude for this to work.The XPointer syntax can direct the parser to a specific location within thedocument, unlike entities, where the entire document is included.

3.21 When should I use a CDATA Marked Section?

CDATA is only for text containing markup-like characters.

You should almost never need to use CDATA Sections. The CDATAmechanism was designed to let an author quote fragments of text containingmarkup characters (the open-angle-bracket and the ampersand), for examplewhen documenting XML (this FAQ uses CDATA Sections quite a lot, forobvious reasons). A CDATA Section turns off markup recognition for theduration of the section (it gets turned on again only by the closing sequenceof double end-square-brackets and a close-angle-bracket).
Consequently, nothing in a CDATA section can ever be recognised asanything to do with markup: it’s just a string of opaque characters, and if youuse an XML transformation language like XSLT, any markup characters in
it will get turned into their character entity equivalents.
If you try, for example, to use:
some text with <![CDATA[<em>markup</em>]]&gt; in it.

in the expectation that the embedded markup would remain untouched, itwon’t: it will just output
some text with &lt;em>markup&lt;/em> in it.

In other words, CDATA Sections cannot preserve the embedded markup as
markup. Normally this is exactly what you want because this technique wasdesigned to let people do things like write documentation about markup. Itwas not designed to allow the passing of little chunks of bogus, corrupt, orinvalid unparsed HTML embedded inside your own XML through to asubsequent process — because that would risk invalidating the output.
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As a result you cannot expect to keep markup untouched simply because itlooked as if it was safely ‘hidden’ inside a CDATA section: it can’t be used asa magic shield to preserve HTML markup for future use as markup, only ascharacters.
Read Question 3.22 as well, which is very closely related.

3.22 How can I handle embedded HTML in my XML?

Provide for it in the output, use a deep copy, or try

disable-output-escaping.

Apart from using CDATA Sections, there are two common occasions whenpeople want to handle embedded HTML inside an XML element:
1. when they have received (possibly poorly-designed) XML or HTMLfrom somewhere else which they must find a way to handle;
2. when they have an application which has been explicitly designed tostore a string of characters containing &lt; and &amp; character entityreferences with the objective of turning them back into markup in alater process (eg FreeMind, Atom).

Generally, you want to avoid this kind of trick, as it usually indicates that thedocument structure and design has been insufficiently thought out. However,there are occasions when it becomes unavoidable, so if you really need orwant to use embedded HTML markup inside XML, and have it processablelater as markup, there are a few techniques you may be able to use:
• Provide templates for the handling of that markup in your XSLTtransformation or whatever software you use which simply reproduceswhat was there untouched, eg if you have to preserve <b>some text</b>as-is, supply a template to do it:

<xsl:template match="h:b">

<b>

<xsl:apply-templates/>

</b>

</xsl:template/>
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(If you are handling elements from several different DTDs or Schemas,you will probably need Namespaces to keep them distinct, hence the h:prefix.)
• Use XSLT’s ‘deep copy’ instruction, which outputs nested well-formedmarkup verbatim, eg

<xsl:template match="h:b">

<xsl:copy-of select="."/>

</xsl:template/>

• As a last resort, use the disable-output-escaping attribute on the
xsl:text element of XSL[T] which is available in some processors, eg
<xsl:text disable-output-escaping="yes"><![CDATA[<b>Now!</b>]]&gt;</xsl:text>

This falls into the ‘dirty tricks’ department, and is usually deprecated.Some processors do not support it.
• Some processors (eg JX) are now providing their own equivalents fordisabling output escaping. Their proponents claim it is ‘highly desirable’or ‘what most people want’, but it still needs to be treated with care toprevent unwanted (possibly dangerous) arbitrary code from beingpassed untouched through your system. It also adds anotherdependency to your software.

For more details of using these techniques in XSL[T], see the relevantquestion in the XSL FAQ.
Read Question 3.21 on page 66 as well, which is very closely related.

3.23 What are the special characters in XML?

Just five: &lt; (<), &amp; (&), &gt; (>), &quot; ("), and &apos; (’).

For normal text (not markup), there are no special characters except < and
&: just make sure your XML Declaration refers to the correct encodingscheme for the language and/or writing system you want to use, and thatyour computer correctly stores the file using that encoding scheme. See thequestion on non-Latin characters for a longer explanation.
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Apart from the invisible ASCII control characters (the ones you can’t type),all other characters are just normal text. Currency signs (€, £, $, ƒ, Rs, -B, andothers), all the punctuation (except < and &), and all other letters, signs, andsymbols in any language or writing system are just text (assuming you havethe correct character encoding).
If your keyboard will not allow you to type the characters you want, or if youwant to use characters outside the limits of the encoding scheme you havechosen, you can use a symbolic notation called ‘entity referencing’. Entityreferences can either be numeric, using the decimal or hexadecimal Unicodecode point for the character (eg if your keyboard has no Euro symbol (€)you can type &#8364;); or they can be character, using an established set ofnames which you can declare in your DTD (eg <!ENTITY euro "&#8364;">)which then lets you use the name &euro; in your document. If you are usinga Schema, you must use the numeric form for all except the five belowbecause Schemas have no way to make character entity declarations.
If you use XML with no DTD, then the five character entities listed at the topof this question are assumed to be predeclared, and you can use themwithout declaring them separately (indeed, most software prevents youredeclaring them):
&LT; The less-than character (<) starts element markup (the first characterof a start-tag or an end-tag).
&AMP; The ampersand character (&) starts entity markup (the first characterof a character entity reference).
&GT; The greater-than character (>) ends a start-tag or an end-tag.
&QUOT; The double-quote character (") can be symbolised with this characterentity reference when you need to embed a double-quote inside a stringwhich is already double-quoted.
&APOS; The apostrophe or single-quote character (’) can be symbolised withthis character entity reference when you need to embed a single-quoteor apostrophe inside a string which is already single-quoted.
If you are using a DTD then you must declare all character entities youneed to use, so it would be good practice also to declare any of the five abovethat you plan on using. If you are using a Schema, you must use the numeric
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form for all except the five above because Schemas have no way to makecharacter entity declarations.
There are circumstances where you can use special characters as

themselves, such as in CDATA Sections. Most control characters are

prohibited in XML: see the Specification for exact details.

There are also no reserved words as such in the user namespace of XML:you can call an element element and an attribute attribute and so on as inthe following (perverse) example:
<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!DOCTYPE DOCTYPE SYSTEM "SYSTEM" [

<!ELEMENT DOCTYPE (ELEMENT+)>

<!ATTLIST ELEMENT ATTLIST ENTITY #IMPLIED>

<!NOTATION DOCTYPE SYSTEM "ENTITY">

<!ENTITY NOTATION SYSTEM "ENTITY" NDATA DOCTYPE>

]>

<DOCTYPE>

<ELEMENT ATTLIST="NOTATION">foo</ELEMENT>

</DOCTYPE>

where the file SYSTEM contains the declaration: <!ELEMENT ELEMENT (#PCDATA)>and the file ENTITY does not even exist ,

There are keywords like DOCTYPE and IMPLIED which are reserved Names,but they are prefixed by a flag character (the Markup Declaration Opencharacter or the Reserved Name Indicator) so that they cannot be confusedwith user-specified Names.
3.24 What other markup systems are there?

There are several other popular systems available

MARKDOWN This is both a plaintext formatting syntax, and a Perl script thatconverts it to XHTML. The objective was that the souce file should notlook like markup (so it could be read just as a plaintext document), butthat it should be sufficiently robust to withstand conversion.
Details are at http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/.
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WIKI/BLOG FORMATS There are several of these: the best-known is probablythe MediaWiki format used by Wikipedia, which provides fairlyextensive plaintext facilities for creating the entries used in the site,which are then converted to HTML for display.
Similar conceptual formats are used by some other wiki systems suchas PmWiki and Google Code; and there are hybrids which also useHTML like Fossil.

LATEX The LATEX document-preparation and typesetting system Lamport[Lamport], 1994 uses macros built on TEX syntax to implement apartially-structured document model. The syntax uses the backslash toflag markup elements and formatting instructions, and curly braces todelimit arguments and restrict the scope of typographic actions.
The software is available on all platforms, and creates PDF orPostScript output. Conversion into LATEX from XML-based systems canbe done with XSLT, but conversion out of LATEX syntax is problematicbecause it has features not easily representable in other systems.

SGML SGML and some of its progenitors remain available but are rarelyused.
There is an extensive list of other markup languages in the Wikipedia page.
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Chapter 4

Developers

Programmers and implementers

4.1 Where’s the spec?

Right here

Right here: Bray et al. (2004) (see http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml). Includesthe EBNF, and all the normative material. There are also versions inJapanese; Spanish; Korean; a Java-ised annotated version, and an annotatedversion in book form DuCharme [DuCharme], 1999.
Eve Maler maintains the DTD used for the spec itself; the DTD is also toencode several other W3C specifications, such as XLink, XPointer, DOM,XML Schema, etc. There is documentation available for the DTD. Note thatthe XML spec needs to use a special one-off version of the DTD, since thereal original DTD used for it has long since been lost.
4.2 I’m trying to understand the XML Spec: why does

it have such difficult terminology?

It has to be formal to be accurate.
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For implementation to succeed, the terminology needs to be precise. Designgoal eight of the specification tells us that ‘the design of XML shall be formaland concise’. To describe XML, the specification therefore uses formallanguage drawn from several fields, specifically those of documentengineering, international standards and computer science. This is oftenconfusing to people who are unused to these disciplines because they usewell-known English words in a specialised sense which can be very differentfrom their common meanings — for example: grammar, production, token,or terminal.
The specification does not explain these terms because of the other part ofthe design goal: the specification should be concise. It doesn’t repeatexplanations that are available elsewhere: it is assumed you know this andeither know the definitions or are capable of finding them. In essence thismeans that to grok the fullness of the spec, you do need a knowledge ofsome SGML and computer science, and have some exposure to the languageof formal standards.
Sloppy terminology in specifications causes misunderstandings and makes ithard to implement consistently, so formal standards have to be phrased informal terminology. This FAQ is not a formal document, and the astutereader will already have noticed it refers to ‘element names’ where ‘elementtype names’ is more correct; but the former is more widely understood.
Those new to the terminology may find it useful to read something like theSperberg-McQueen and Burnard, 2002 or DuCharme, 1999.
4.3 What are these terms DTDless, valid, and

well-formed?

Well-formed means just syntactically correct; valid means it

conforms to a DTD or Schema.

XML lets you use a Schema or Document Type Definition (DTD) to describethe markup (elements and other constructs) available in any specific type ofdocument. However, the design and construction of Schemas and DTDs canbe complex and non-trivial, so XML also lets you work without one. DTDless
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operation means you can invent markup without having to define it formally,provided you stick to the well-formedness rules of XML syntax.
To make this work, a DTDless file is assumed to define its own markuppurely by the existence and location of elements where you create them.When an XML application encounters a DTDless file, it builds its internalmodel of the document structure while it reads it, because it has no Schemaor DTD to tell it what to expect. There must therefore be no surprises orambiguous syntax. To achieve this, the document must be ‘well-formed’(must follow the rules).
To understand why this concept is needed, look at standard HTML as anexample:

• The <img> element is declared (in the [SGML] DTDs for HTML) asEMPTY, so it doesn’t have an end-tag (there is no such thing as </img>);
• Many other HTML elements (such as <para>) allow you to omit theend-tag for brevity.
• If an XML processor reads an HTML file without knowing this (becauseit isn’t using a DTD), and it encounters an <img> or a <para> (or anyother start-tag), it would have no way to know whether or not to expectan end-tag. This makes it impossible to know if the rest of the file iscorrect or not, because it has now no evidence of whether it is inside anelement or if it has finished with it.

Well-formed documents therefore require start-tags and end-tags on everynormal element, and any EMPTY elements must be made unambiguous,either by using normal start-tags and end-tags, or by appending a slash to thename of the start-tag before the closing > as a signal that there will be noseparate end-tag.
All XML documents, both DTDless and valid, must be well-formed. Theymust start with an XML Declaration if necessary (for example, identifyingthe character encoding or using the Standalone Document Declaration):
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1" standalone="yes"?>

<foo>

<bar>...<blort/>...</bar>

</foo>
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David Brownell writes:

XML that’s just well-formed doesn’t need to use a Standalone Document

Declaration at all. Such declarations are there to permit certain speedups

when processing documents while ignoring external parameter entities —

basically, you can’t rely on external declarations in standalone documents.

The types that are relevant are entities and attributes. Standalone

documents must not require any kind of attribute value normalisation or

defaulting, otherwise they are invalid.

It’s also possible to use a Document Type Declaration with DTDless files,even though there is no Document Type to refer to:
Richard Lander writes:

If you need character entities [other than the five built-in ones] in a

DTDless file, you can declare them in an internal subset without

referencing anything other than the root element type:

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>

<!DOCTYPE example [

<!ENTITY mdash "&mdash;">

]>

<example>Hindsight&mdash;a wonderful thing.</example>

So. . . here are the rules:
WELL FORMED XML

• All tags must be balanced: that is, every element which may contain

character data or sub-elements must have both the start-tag and the

end-tag present (omission is not allowed except for EMPTY

elements, see below);

• All attribute values must be in quotes. The single-quote character

(the apostrophe) may be used if the value contains a double-quote

character, and vice versa. If you need isolated quotes as data as well,

you can use &apos; or &quot;. Do not under any circumstances use

the automated typographic (‘curly’) inverted commas substituted by

some wordprocessors for quoting attribute values.

• Any EMPTY elements (eg those with no end-tag like HTML’s <img>,

<hr>, and <br> and others) must either end with /> or they must look

like non-EMPTY elements by having a real end-tag (but no content).
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Example: <br> would become either <br/> or <br></br> (with nothing

in between).

• There must not be any isolated markup-start characters (< or &) in

your text data. They must be given as &lt; and &amp; respectively,

and the sequence ]]> may only occur as the end of a CDATA marked

section: if you are using it for any other purpose it must be given as

]]&gt;.

• Elements must nest inside each other properly (no overlapping

markup, same as for HTML);

• DTDless well-formed documents may use attributes on any element,

but the attributes are all assumed to be of type CDATA. You cannot

use ID/IDREF attribute types for parser-checked cross-referencing in

DTDless documents.

• XML files with no DTD are considered to have &lt;, &gt;, &apos;,

&quot;, and &amp; predefined and thus available for use. With a DTD,

all character entities used must be declared, including these five.

VALID XML

Valid XML files are well-formed files which have a Document Type

Definition (DTD) or Schema and which conform to it. They must already be

well-formed, so all the rules above apply.

A valid file begins with a Document Type Declaration specifying a DTD,

or code specifying a W3C Schema. It may have an optional XML

Declaration prepended.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!DOCTYPE advert SYSTEM "http://www.foo.org/ad.dtd">

<advert>

<headline>...<pic/>...</headline>

<text>...</text>

</advert>

The XML Specification predefines an SGML Declaration for XML which isfixed for all instances and is therefore hard-coded into all XML software andnever specified separately (except when using an SGML/XML switchablevalidator like onsgmls: see below).
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Peter Flynn writes:

The SGML Declaration for XML has been removed from the text of the

Specification but is available as a separate document). As this appears to

suffer occasionally from bitrot or neglect, there is a copy here (WebSGML

TC) and here (Extended Naming Rules TC), and a version for onsgmls here.

The specified DTD must be accessible to the XML processor using the URIsupplied in the SYSTEM Identifier, either by being available locally (ie theuser already has a copy on disk), or by being retrievable via the network.Note that DTD specifications must be URIs (local, relative, or absolute).Proprietary-specific filesystem references (eg C:\dtds\my.dtd are not URIsand cannot be used: use the file:///C|/dtds/my.dtd format instead.
It is possible (many people would say preferable) to supply a Formal PublicIdentifier with the PUBLIC keyword, and use an XML Catalog todereference it, but the Specification mandates a SYSTEM Identifier so thismust still be supplied after the PUBLIC identifier: no further keyword isneeded. A PUBLIC identifier constitutes a claim to ownership only of theidentifier, not to the DTD itself (although ion many cases that is implied).
<!DOCTYPE advert PUBLIC

"+//Silmaril//DTD Foo Corp Advertisements//EN"

"http://www.foo.org/ad.dtd">

<advert>...</advert>

The test for validity is that a validating parser finds no errors in the file: itmust conform absolutely to the definitions and declarations in the DTD.
XML (W3C) Schemas are not usually linked directly from within an XMLdocument instance in the way that DTDs are: the relevant Schema (XSD file)for a document instance is normally specified to the parser separately, eitherby file system reference, or using a Target Namespace.
4.4 Which should I use in my DTD/Schema, attributes

or elements?

See http://xml.coverpages.org/elementsAndAttrs.html
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There is no single answer to this: a lot depends on what you are designingthe document type for.
Traditional editorial practice for normal text documents is to put the real text(what would be printed) as character data content, and keep the metadata(information about the text) in attributes, from where they can more easilybe isolated for analysis or special treatment like display in the margin or in amouseover:
<l n="184">

<spara>Portia</spara>

<text>The quality of mercy is not strain’d,</text>

...

</l>

But from the systems point of view, there is nothing wrong with storing thedata the other way round, especially where the volume of text data on eachoccasion is relatively small:
<line speaker="Portia" text="The quality of mercy is not strain’d,">184</line>

A lot will depend on what you want to do with the information and which bitsof it are easiest accessed by each method. A rule of thumb for conventionaltext documents is that if the markup were all stripped away, the bare textshould still be correct, readable, and usable, even if unformatted andinconvenient. For database output, however, or other machine-generateddocuments like e-commerce transactions, human reading may not bemeaningful, so it is perfectly possible to have documents where all the data isin attributes, and the document contains no character data in content modelsat all. See http://xml.coverpages.org/elementsAndAttrs.html for moreinformation.
Mike Kay writes:

From a user: ‘[. . . ] do most of you out there use element-based or

attribute-based xml? why? ’

Beginners always ask this question. Those with a little experience

express their opinions passionately. Experts tell you there is no right

answer. (http://lists.xml.org/archives/xml-dev/200006/msg00293.html)
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4.5 What has changed between SGML and XML?

Stricter syntax and no options.

The main syntactic change is that EMPTY elements in DTDless documents
must use the Null End-Tag trick (eg <img src="pic"/>) because without aDTD or Schema there is no way for the parser to know not to expect anend-tag. If an element type is declared as EMPTY in the DTD/Schema then itcan use either the NET or the full end-tag syntax (eg <img src="pic"></img>).
Other syntactic changes are that all attribute values must be quoted; there isno minimisation of attributes or elements; and everything is case-sensitive.One important addition is that multiple ATTLIST declarations are allowed, soan internal subset can add to the attributes already declared for an elementtype.
The principal changes in Document Type Definitions (DTDs) are in what youcan specify. To simplify it and make it easier to write processing software, alarge number of SGML markup declaration options have been suppressed(see the list of omitted features). The biggest change in vocabularymanagement is the introduction of W3C Schemas, which allow a level ofcontent-type validation not available in DTDs, and are themselves expressedin XML Document Syntax.
The main addition here is namespaces, which enable Schemas anddocuments to distinguish element-type and attribute-type source (ownership,origin, or application). This lets you have element types with the same namebut different meanings in the same document, eg DocBook:table and
TEI:table. An extra Name Start Character (the colon) was added in XMLNames to allow this. Despite its classification, a colon may only appear inmid-name, not at the start or the end, and the prefix xml: is Reserved.
4.6 Can I use JavaScript, ActiveX, etc in XML files?

Not in the XML file itself, but via a stylesheet.

This will depend on what facilities your users’ browsers implement. XML is
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about describing information; scripting languages and languages forembedded functionality are software which enables the information to bemanipulated at the user’s end, so these languages do not normally have anyplace in an XML file itself, but in stylesheets like XSL and CSS, and scriptfiles for Javascript etc, where they can be added to generated HTML.
XML itself provides a way to define the markup needed to implementscripting languages: as a neutral standard it neither encourages nordiscourages their use, and does not favour one language over another, so itis possible to use XML markup to store the program code, from where it canbe retrieved by (for example) XSLT and re-expressed in a HTML scriptelement.
Server-side script embedding, like PHP or ASP, can be used with the relevantserver to modify the XML code on the fly, as the document is served, just asthey can with HTML. Authors should be aware, however, that embeddingserver-side scripting may mean the file as stored is not valid XML: it onlybecomes valid when processed and served, so care must be taken whenusing validating editors or other software to handle or manage such files. Abetter solution may be to use an XML serving solution like Cocoon.

If you need to embed scripts in a web page that you are generating from

XML, you need to make sure that the two markup characters < and & are

either escaped as &lt; and &amp; respectively, or that each script’s content

is enclosed in a CDATA Section so that it doesn’t get seen as markup.

4.7 Can I use Java to create or manage XML files?

Sure.

Yes, any programming language can be used to output data from any sourcein XML format. There is a growing number of front-ends and back-ends forprogramming environments and data management environments toautomate this. Java is just the most popular one at the moment.
There is a large body of middleware (APIs) written in Java and otherlanguages for managing data either in XML or with XML input or output.There is a suite of Java tutorials (with source code and explanation) availableat http://developerlife.com/tutorials/.
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Please do not mail the FAQ editor with questions about your Java

programming bugs. Ask one of the Java newsgroups instead.

4.8 How do I get XML into or out of my database?

Ask your database manufacturer

Almost all database management systems now provide XML import andexport modules to connect XML applications with databases.
In some trivial cases there will be a 1:1 match between field names in thedatabase table and element type names in the XML Schema or DTD, but inmost cases some programming will be required to establish the desiredmatch. This can usually be stored as a procedure so that subsequent uses aresimply commands or calls with the relevant parameters.
Alternatively, most database systems now provide an XML dump format thatlets you export a table as-is, for example by surrounding the field values withtags called after the fieldnames. For example, the -X option to the mysqlcommand will do this, eg
$ echo ’select * from news;’ | mysql -X -u username -p password dbname

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<resultset statement="select * from news"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<row>

<field name="id">1</field>

<field name="stamp">0</field>

<field name="title"></field>

<field name="date">0000-00-00</field>

<field name="time">test</field>

<field name="description">News Engine test item 1</field>

</row>

</resultset>

$

In less trivial, but still simple, cases, you could export by writing a reportroutine that formats the output as an XML document by adding the relevanttags as literals before and after each data value; and you could import by
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writing an XSLT or similar transformation that formatted the XML data as aload file in your database’s preferred format. For example, with the followingdata:
<news>

<entry xml:id="N1" stamp="0" date="0000-00-00" time="test">

<title></title>

<description>News Engine test item 1</description>

</entry>

</news>

you could turn it into a MySQL statement with lxprintf :
$ lxprintf -e entry \

’INSERT INTO ‘news‘ VALUES (%s,%s,"%s","%s","%s","%s");\n’ \

’substring(@xml:id,2)’ @stamp title @date @time description \

mynews.xml

INSERT INTO ‘news‘ VALUES (1,0,"","0000-00-00","test","News Engine test item 1");

$

Users from a database or computer science background should be aware

that XML is not a database management system: it is a text markup

system. While there are many similarities, some of the concepts of one are

simply non-existent in the other: XML does not possess some

database-like features in the same way that databases do not possess

markup-like ones. It is a common error to believe that XML is a DBMS like

Oracle or Access and therefore possesses the same facilities. It doesn’t.

Database users should read the article Salminen and Tompa [&], 2001 [thanksto Bart Lateur for identifying this.] Ronald Bourret also maintains a goodresource on XML and Databases discussing native XML databases at
http://www.rpbourret.com/xml/XMLAndDatabases.htm.
There is some information about the XQuery (XQL) Language in the note onSearching.
4.9 What’s a namespace?

A named DTD/Schema or fragment identified by a URI (URL).
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Randall Fowle writes:

A namespace is a collection of element and attribute names identified by a

Uniform Resource Identifier reference. The reference may appear in the

root element as a value of the xmlns attribute. For example, the

namespace reference for an XML document with a root element <x> might

appear like this:

<x xmlns="http://www.company.com/company-schema">

More than one namespace may appear in a single XML document, to allow

a name to be used more than once. Each reference can declare a prefix to

be used by each name, so the previous example might appear as

<x xmlns:spc="http://www.company.com/company-schema">

which would nominate the namespace for the ‘spc’ prefix:

<spc:name>Mr. Big</spc:name>

James Anderson writes:

In general, note that the binding may also be effected by a default value

for an attribute in the DTD.

The reference does not need to be a physical file; it is simply a way to

distinguish between namespaces. The reference should tell a person

looking at the XML document where to find definitions of the element and

attribute names using that particular namespace. Ronald Bourret

maintains the Namespace FAQ at

http://www.rpbourret.com/xml/NamespacesFAQ.htm.

4.10 What XML software is available?

Thousands of programs: too many to list here.

Hundreds, possibly thousands, of programs. Details are no longer listed inthis FAQ as they are now too many and are changing too rapidly to be keptup to date: see the XML Web pages at http://xml.coverpages.org/ and watchfor announcements on the mailing lists and newsgroups.
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For a detailed guide to some examples of XML programs and the conceptsbehind them, see the editor’s book Flynn, 1998. There are severalimplementations of the key XML processing and query languages (XSLT2,XQuery, and XSL:FO), the most popular of which is probably Saxon.
SGML software such as Jade and SP (now OpenSP) remain the source ofseveral utilities which also handle XML, especially the onsgmls validatingparser and sgmlnorm (see Question 3.5 on page 41).
Details of some XML software products are held on the XML Cover Pages.For browsers see the question on XML Browsers and the details of thexml-dev mailing list for software developers. Bert Bos keeps a list of someXML developments in Bison, Flex, Perl, and Python. The long-establishedconversion and application development engines like Omnimark, andSGMLC all have XML capability and they all provide APIs.

XML EDITORS

Choosing an editor is one of the hardest tasks, because everyone has

different requirements and levels of knowledge, and what appears to be

incredibly simple to one user may seem dauntingly difficult to another. All

XML editors guide the user in the construction or maintenance of XML

documents — that’s their purpose in life.

The simplest ones just keep track of matching pointy brackets,

start-tags and end-tags, and balanced quotes, leading to a well-formed

file. More powerful editors can read a DTD or Schema and provide menu

choices for element manipulation and attribute editing, and prevent the

creation of invalid documents. The most powerful ones can also be used

for DTD or Schema development, and for XML processing with XSLT or

XSL:FO.

Some are text-mode editors — they show all the markup and the text

with nothing hidden, often using colour to distinguish markup characters

and indentation to show the structure. Most editors have a synchronous

typographic mode as well, using a stylesheet to format the display, so you

appear to be editing a fully typeset view of the document (often called

WYSIWYG, although it’s actually not). Text-mode editors worry some users

because the pointy brackets are visible (they think it’s programming);

synchronous typographic editors worry other people because the pointy

brackets are not visible, which makes it hard to see where stuff begins and

ends.

The more sophisticated editors are programmable, so the nature and
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effect of the markup and the user’s actions can be limited or enhanced by

scripts in JavaScript, VBscript, Python, Tcl, Lisp, etc; or XSLT.

Do not be tempted to use a non-XML editor like Notepad, vi, or textedit

for XML documents: it will only end in tears, anger, and recriminations. Get

properly-equipped. (Microsoft’s separate XML Notepad product is usable

for editing small instances, but not for DTD or Schema development.)

Wikipedia has a comparison of editors at

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_XML_editors but it doesn’t

give any qualitative information. There is an old (2004) comparative paper

on choosing an XML editor from Thijs van den Broek which may help with

methodology although the products are not current.

Several of the editors are available free of charge or free for

demo/examination, but as far as is known, the only entirely open-source

one is Emacs with nxml-mode (for W3C and RNG schemas) or psgml-mode

(for DTDs).

There is a page of useful links for XML users in Dutch athttp://xml.beginthier.nl/.
Information for developers of Chinese XML systems can be found at theChinese XML Now! website of Academia Sinica: http://www.ascc.net/xml/This site includes a FAQ and test files.
4.11 Software we’re missing

Useful programs that have disappeared from sight

There are probably dozens of useful and productive programs that havevanished. Sometimes the company simply went bust and disappeared;sometimes it was a private or open-source venture that the author had toabandon; and sometimes (worst of all) the company was taken over byanother company which didn’t really know about XML, and was then boughtout by another which had no clue at all, and the products becameabandonware.
This is a list of those we knew and loved, but in some cases we do still havethe installation disks, and the software may still execute given a suitable(outdated) platform.
NEAR & FAR (MICROSTAR) A graphical SGML DTD-design program for
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Windows 95, which just about made it into the XML era (it could exportin XML Declaration Syntax, but not import). Notable principally for itsease of use and its attractively-designed interactive diagramming of thedocument structure (still used by a few aficionados for documentation).
DYNATEXT/DYNATAG/DYNAWEB (ELECTRONIC BOOK TECHNOLOGIES) Asuite of Windows 95/NT software comprising an SGML database andweb server for serving HTML converted from Word documents.

The key component was DynaTag, which let you import a Worddocument, and identify patterns in the (non-XML) markup whichmapped to elements in an ad-hoc output SGML document. Theuser-selectable mappings let you encapsulate list items into a real list,and generally fight your way through the mess of Word .doc files toproduce tagged output. This could then be post-processed intoconformance with a known DTD. With sufficient examples ofsimilarly-constructed Word files, it could be let loose on a wholecollection of them for bulk conversion.
MICROSOFT SGML AUTHOR FOR WORD Despite its name, not an editor buta converter. It used mappings from Word styles to SGML markup andreally could do circular lossless conversion. Aimed at authoringcommunities who either couldn’t or wouldn’t learn to author or edit inSGML, it allowed authoring in Word and editing in SGML, and to thenhave the document converted back to Word for the authors to re-edit.Probably a check-box item for a contract, it was never supported byMicrosoft, and even their own helpdesk didn’t believe it was genuine.
PANORAMA (SOFTQUAD) Plugin for Netscape to allow SGML downloads witha referenced stylesheet (which worked flawlessly once you got the hangof the slightly odd referencing). It also implemented HyTimebidirectional links, and you could publish your linksets.

Also available as Panorama Publisher, essentially an expanded versionin standalone form for large-scale document publishing. Its stylesheetediting pane remains one of the best examples of interactive stylemanipulation.
AUTHOR/EDITOR (SOFTQUAD) One of the first genuinely synchronoustypographic editors for SGML (and XML, in its later incarnation as
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XMetaL). In widespread use for many years along with its simplifiedsibling, HoTMetaL.

4.12 What is my information? DATA or DOCUMENT?

It depends on what you’re using it for.

Some important distinctions exist between the major classes of XMLapplications and the way in which they are used.
Two classes of applications are usually referred to as ‘document’ and ‘data’applications, and this is reflected in the software, which is usually (but notalways) aimed at one class or the other.
DOCUMENT-STYLE APPLICATIONS These are like traditional publishers’ work:text and images in a structured environment, with fonts and formatting.In most cases this includes Web pages as well as material destined forPDF or print like books and magazines. The hallmark of documentapplications is that they make heavy use of Mixed Content (egsubelements in text).
DATA-STYLE APPLICATIONS These are found mostly in e-commerce, webservices, and process or application control, with XML being used as acontainer for information being stored or passed between systems,usually unformatted and unseen by humans. Their hallmark is theabsence of Mixed Content, and the prevalence of numeric orcategorical data.
There is a third major area, Web Development, whose requirements areoften hybrid, and span the features of both document and data applicationsbecause they contain partly static descriptive text and partly dynamic data.
While in theory it would be possible to use data-class software to write anovel, or document-class software to create invoices, it would probably beseverely suboptimal. Because of the nature of the information used by thetwo classes, data-class applications tend to use Schemas, and document-classapplications tend to use DTDs, but there is a considerable degree of overlap.
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The way in which XML gets used in these two classes is also divided in two:XML can be used manually or under program control.
MANUAL USAGE This means editing and maintaining the files with an editor,from the keyboard, seeing the information on the screen as you do so.This is suitable for individual documents, especially in the publishingfield, for web pages, and for developers working on single instancessuch as sample files or web site templates. Manual processing alsoimplies running production programs like formatters, converters, anddatabase queries on a one-by-one basis, using the keyboard and mousein the normal way. Much of the software for manual usage can be runfrom the command line, which makes it easy to use for one-offapplications and in hidden applications like Web scripts.
PROGRAMMABLE USAGE This means writing programs which call onsoftware services from APIs, libraries, or the network to handle XMLfiles from inside the program. XML files in data applications are almostnever edited by hand. This is the normal method of operating fore-commerce applications, web automation, web services, and otherprocess or application controls. There are libraries and APIs for manylanguages, including Java, C, and C++ as well as the usual scriptinglanguages like Python, Perl, Tcl, Ruby, etc.
In addition to these axes, there are currently two different ways ofprocessing XML, memory-mapped or event-triggered, usually referred to bythe names of their original instantiations, the Document Object Model(DOM) and the Simple API for XML (SAX) respectively. Both use a model ofdocument engineering based on a tree-like structure of hierarchicaldocument markup known as a Grove (a collection of trees, effectively anin-memory map of the result of parsing the document markup). In thismodel, every ‘node’ (item of information) from the outermost element downthrough every element and attribute to each piece of unmarked text can beidentified. For applications using Schemas, a Post-Schema-Validation Infoset(PSVI, equivalent to a grove) is defined, which specifies what information aparser should make available to the application.
Joe Fawcett writes:

(in article <eFIrHKtCGHA.2920@tk2msftngp13.phx.gbl>)
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Briefly ‘node’ is a generic term for any of the many types of XML

building blocks, including element: <myElement/>; attribute:

<myElement myAttribute="myValue"/>; and text node: <my Text Node>

There are also comments [Comment Declarations], Processing

Instructions and the invisible Document Node representing the root of

the XML document, as well as others.

Grossly oversimplified, a DOM-based application reads an entire XMLdocument into memory and then provides programmable access to everynode in every tree in the grove; whereas a SAX-based application reads theXML document, and events are triggered by the occurrence of nodes as theyhappen, for which rules or actions have been pre-programmed. (In realityit’s more complex than that, and both methods share a lot of concepts incommon.)
Both models provide an abstract API for constructing, accessing, andmanipulating XML documents. A binding of the abstract API to a particularprogramming language provides a concrete API. Vendors provide concreteAPIs which let you use one or other method to query and manipulate XMLdocuments. Both types of parser have been implemented in many languagesand under many operating systems and interfaces. There are FAQs for bothDOM and SAX.
4.13 Do I have to change any of my server software

to work with XML?

Make sure your server sends XML files as text/xml

If you are just serving static files. the only changes needed are to make sureyour server serves up .xml, .css, .dtd, .xsl, and whatever other file typesyou will use as the correct MIME content (media) types.
The details of the settings are specified in RFC 3023. Popular serversoftware like Apache HTTPD knows this already.
If not, all that is needed is to edit the mime-types file (or its equivalent: as aserver operator you already know where to do this, right?) and add or editthe relevant lines for the right media types. In some servers (eg Apache),individual content providers or directory owners may also be able to change
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the MIME types for specific file types from within their own directories byusing directives in a .htaccess file. The media types required are:
• text/xml for XML documents which are ‘readable by casual users’;
• application/xml for XML documents which are ‘unreadable by casualusers’;
• text/xml-external-parsed-entity for external parsed entities such asdocument fragments (eg separate chapters which make up a book)subject to the readability distinction of text/xml;
• application/xml-external-parsed-entity for external parsed entitiessubject to the readability distinction of application/xml;
• application/xml-dtd for DTD files and modules, including characterentity sets.

The RFC has further suggestions for the use of the +xml media type suffixfor identifying ancillary files such as XSLT (application/xslt+xml).
If you run scripts generating XHTML which you wish to be treated as XMLrather than HTML, they may need to be modified to produce the relevantDocument Type Declaration as well as the right media type if yourapplication requires them to be validated.
4.14 Can I still use server-side inclusions?

Yes, just make sure the output conforms to XML

This works so long as what they generate ends up as part of anXML-conformant file (ie either valid or just well-formed).
Server-side tag-replacer scripting languages like shtml, PHP, JSP, ASP, Zope,etc store almost-valid files using comments, Processing Instructions, ornon-XML markup, which gets replaced at the point of service by text orXML markup (it is unclear why some of these systems use non-HTML/XMLmarkup). There are also some XML-based preprocessors for formats likeXVRL (eXtensible Value Resolution Language) which resolve specialisedreferences to external data and output a normalised XML file.
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4.15 Can I (and my authors) still use client-side

inclusions?

Yes, just make sure the output conforms to XML

The same rule applies as for server-side inclusions, so you need to ensurethat any embedded code which gets passed to a third-party engine (eg callsto SQL, VB, Java, etc) does not contain any characters which might bemisinterpreted as XML markup (ie no angle brackets or ampersands). Eitheruse a CDATA marked section to avoid your XML application parsing theembedded code, or use the standard &lt; and &amp; character entityreferences instead.
4.16 I have to do an overview of XML for my

manager/client/investor/advisor. What should I

mention?

Non-proprietary multi-purpose flexible markup

Tad McClellan writes:

• XML is not a markup language. XML is a ‘metalanguage’, that is, it’s a

language that lets you define your own markup languages (see

definition).

• XML is a markup language [two (seemingly) contradictory statements

one after another is an attention-getting device that I’m fond of], not

a programming language. XML is data: is does not ‘do’ anything, it

has things done to it.

• XML is non-proprietary: your data cannot be held hostage by

someone else.

• XML allows multi-purposing of your data.

• Well-designed XML applications most often separate ‘content’ from

‘presentation’. You should describe what something is rather what
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something looks like (the exception being numerical or categorical

data content which never gets presented to humans).

Saying ‘the data is in XML’ is a relatively useless statement, similar to saying‘the book is in a natural language’. To be useful, the former needs to specify‘we have used XML to define our own markup language’ (and say what it is),similar to specifying ‘the book is in French’.
A classic example of multipurposing and separation that I often use is apharmaceutical company. They have a large base of data on a particulardrug that they need to publish as:

• reports to the FDA;
• drug information for publishers of drug directories/catalogs;
• ‘prescribe me!’ brochures to send to doctors;
• little pieces of paper to tuck into the boxes;
• labels on the bottles;
• two pages of fine print to follow their ad in Reader’s Digest;
• instructions to the patient that the local pharmacist prints out;
• etc.

Without separation of content and presentation, they need to maintainessentially identical information in 20 places. If they miss a place, people die,lawyers get rich, and the drug company gets poor. With XML (or SGML),they maintain one set of carefully validated information, and write 20programs [or one program with 20 outputs (Ed)] to extract and format it foreach application. The same 20 programs can now be applied to all thehundreds of drugs that they sell.
In the Web development area, the biggest thing that XML offers is fixingwhat is wrong with HTML:

• browsers allow non-compliant HTML to be presented;
• HTML is restricted to a single set of markup (‘tagset’).

If you let broken HTML work (be presented), then there is no motivation tofix it. Web pages are therefore tag soup that are useless for further
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processing. XML specifies that processing must not continue if the XML isnon-compliant, so you keep working at it until it complies. This is more workup front, but the result is not a dead-end.
If you wanted to mark up the names of things: people, places, companies, etcin HTML, you don’t have many choices that allow you to distinguish amongthem. XML allows you to name things as what they are:
<person>Charles Goldfarb</person> worked at <company>IBM</company>

gives you a flexibility that you don’t have with HTML:
<B>Charles Goldfarb</B> worked at <B>IBM</B>

With XML you don’t have to shoe-horn your data into markup that restrictsyour options.
4.17 Is there a conformance test suite for XML

processors?

Yes, there was: https:

//www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=xslt

James Clark has a collection of test cases for testing XML parsers athttp://www.jclark.com/xml/ which includes a conformance test against‘canonical XML’.
Carmelo Montanez writes:

NIST has developed a number of XSLT/XPath tests, which will be part of

the official OASIS XSLT/XPath suite (not yet released). The expected

output may be slightly different from one implementation to another. The

OASIS XSLT technical committee has a solution for that problem, however

our tests do not yet implement such solution. Please forward any

comments to carmelo@nist.gov.
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Jon Noring writes:

For those who are interested, I took the current and complete Unicode 3.0

‘cast’ of characters and their hex codes, and created a simple XML

document of it to test XML browsers for Unicode conformity. It is not

finished yet — I need to add comments and to fix the display of rtl

characters (ie Hebrew, Arabic). It is found at:

http://www.windspun.com/unicode-test/unicode.xml. It is quite large,

almost 900K in size, so be prepared. IE5 renders many of the characters in

this XML document — and for the ones it does render it appears to do so

correctly. I look forward to when Opera will do likewise. I haven’t tested

the current version of Mozilla/Netscape for Unicode conformity.

4.18 I’ve already got SGML DTDs: how do I convert

them for use with XML?

Edit by hand or use software like Near+Far Designer.

There are numerous projects to convert common or popular SGML DTDs toXML format (for example, both the TEI DTD (Lite and full versions) and theDocBook DTD are available in both SGML and XML, in Schema and DTDformats).
Seán McGrath writes:

TO CONVERT SGML DTDS TO XML:

1. No equivalent of the SGML Declaration. So keywords, character set

etc are essentially fixed;

2. Tag minimisation is not allowed, so <!ELEMENT x - O (A,B)> becomes

<!ELEMENT X (A,B)> and <!ELEMENT x - O EMPTY> becomes

<!ELEMENT X EMPTY>;

3. #PCDATA must only occur at the extreme left (ie first) in an OR model,

eg <!ELEMENT x - - (A|B|#PCDATA|C)> (in SGML) becomes

<!ELEMENT x (#PCDATA|A|B|C)*>, and <!ELEMENT x (A,#PCDATA)> is

illegal;

4. No CDATA, RCDATA elements [declared content];

5. Some SGML attribute types are not allowed in XML eg NUTOKEN;
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6. Some SGML attribute defaults are not allowed in XML eg CONREF

and CURRENT;

7. Comments cannot be inline to declarations like

<!ELEMENT x - - (A,B) -- an SGML comment in a declaration -->

8. A whole bunch of SGML optional features are not present in XML: all

forms of tag minimisation (OMITTAG, DATATAG, SHORTREF, etc); Link

Process Definitions; Multiple DTDs per document; and many more:

see http://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-sgml-xml-971215 for the list of bits

of SGML that were removed for XML;

9. And [nearly] last but not least, no CONCUR!

10. There are some important differences between the internal and

external subset portion of a DTD in XML: Marked Sections can only

occur in the external subset; and Parameter Entities must be used to

replace entire declarations in the internal subset portion of a DTD, eg

the following is invalid XML:

<!DOCTYPE x [

<!ENTITY % modelx "(A|B)*">

<!ELEMENT x %modelx;>

]>

<x></x>

For more information, see McGrath (McGrath, 1998).

4.19 How do I include one DTD (or fragment) in

another?

Use a parameter entity, same as for SGML

This works exactly the same as for SGML. First you declare the entity youwant to include, and then you reference it by name as a parameter entity:
<!ENTITY % mylists SYSTEM "dtds/listfrag.ent">

...

%mylists;

Such declarations traditionally go all together towards the top of the mainDTD file, where they can be managed and maintained, but this is not essential
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so long as they are declared before they are used. You use Parameter EntitySyntax for this (the percent sign) because the file is to be included at DTDcompile time, not when the document instance itself is parsed.
Note that a URI is compulsory in XML as the System Identifier for allexternal file references: standard rules for dereferencing URIs apply(assume the same method, server, and directory as the containingdocument). A Formal Public Identifier can also be used, following the samerules as elsewhere.
4.20 How can I include a conditional statement in my

XML?

You can’t, as such: XML isn’t a programming language.

You can’t as such: XML isn’t a programming language, so you can’t saythings like
<foo if{DB}="A">bar</foo>

But you can have conditional criteria in a Schema, DTD, or a processor, andsome DTDs provide attributes for conditional processing.
If you need to make an element optional, based on some internal or externalcriteria, you can do so in a Schema. DTDs have no internal referentialmechanism, so it isn’t possible to express this kind of conditionality in a DTDat the individual element level.
It is possible to express presence-or-absence conditionality in a DTD for thewhole document, by using Parameter Entities as Boolean switches to includeor ignore certain sections of the DTD based on settings either hardwired inthe DTD or supplied in the internal subset. Both the TEI and Docbook DTDshave used this mechanism to implement modularity.
Alternatively you can make the element entirely optional in the DTD orSchema, and provide code in your processing software that checks for itspresence or absence. This defers the checking until the processing stage:
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one of the reasons for Schemas is to provide this kind of checking at thetime of document creation or editing.
In processing languages such as XSLT, there are constructs for conditionalprocessing, both for simple IFs and for exclusive case-by-case choices:
<xsl:if test="@foo=’bar’">

<xsl:text>Hello, world!</xsl:text>

</xsl:if>

<xsl:choose>

<xsl:when test="$type=1">

<xsl:apply-templates select="//*[@class=’special’]"/>

</xsl:when>

<xsl:when test="$type=2">

<xsl:apply-templates select="/foo/bar"/>

</xsl:when>

<xsl:otherwise>

<xsl:apply-templates/>

</xsl:otherwise>

</xsl:choose>

DocBook and many other DTDs and Schemas provide attributes on someelements for the specification of effectivities, saying which parts of thedocument apply in which circumstances. Processing software can thenisolate these and process them accordingly.
4.21 What’s the story on XML and EDI?

Getting there: still needs more work and agreement.

Electronic Data Interchange has been used in e-commerce for many years toexchange documents between commercial partners to a transaction. Itrequires special proprietary software and is prohibitively expensive toimplement for small and medium-sized enterprises. There are moves toenable EDI documents to travel inside XML, as well as proposals to replacethe existing EDI formats with XML ones. There are guideline documents at
http://www.eccnet.com/xmledi/guidelines-styled.xml and
http://www.geocities.com/WallStreet/Floor/5815/guide.htm.
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Probably the biggest effect on EDI is the rise of standardisation attempts forXML business documents and transactions. The standard jointly sponsoredby OASIS and United Nations/CEFACT is ebXML (Electronic Business XML)which provides Schemas for the common commercial transaction documenttypes. Normal office documents (letters, reports, spreadsheets, etc) arealready being done using the materials under the charge of the OASIS OpenOffice XML Formats TC, detailed above. Other standards such as OAGI andRosettaNet are undergoing interoperability testing with ebXML.
In addition to full standards, there are many sets of shims, interoperabilitytools, and component libraries such XML Common Business Library (xCBL).
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Chapter 5

Appendices

5.1 References

There is a much larger XML and SGML bibliography at

http://xml.coverpages.org/biblio.html.

This list covers only documents directly referenced in this FAQ.
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Flynn, P. (2014, July). Formatting Information: An introduction to typesetting
with LATEX (7th ed.). Cork, Ireland: Silmaril Consultants. Retrieved from
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5.2 How far are we going?

To infinity and beyond!
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Running a search facility on this FAQ has produced some interesting resultsfrom the notifications of both matches and non-matches. Sex has dropped to10th place.
• The most frequent request (5individual characters, either as characterentity names or as numeric values, or one of the markup characters (<or &).
• In recent months the second largest category has stabilised as the word
dtd (3

• Third comes CDATA at 2given the abuse so widespread).
• Fourth equal at 1of which is dealt with in detail here as they have theirown FAQs.

The entertaining bits are deep in the tail, like the user from Broomfield, CO,who typed in ‘How can I analyze a telephone to understand it better?’ (takingit to pieces is probably a start); the one from the Phillipines who wanted toknow how to ‘describe the five fundamental interactions between X-rays orGamma rays with matter’ (try DS9); the one from Culver City, CA, who asked‘how are echinodermata organisms different from lower invertebrates?’ (likeI care?); and the one from Lexington, KY, who asked ‘How do I add two textfields?’ (got me there, d00d, how do you multiply a lettuce and a cucumber?).
Date: Fri, 09 Jul 1999 14:26:17 -0500 (EST)

From: The Internet Oracle <oracle@cs.indiana.edu>

Subject: The Oracle replies!

To: <address-removed>

X-Planation: X-Face can be viewed with ftp.cs.indiana.edu:/pub/faces.

The Internet Oracle has pondered your question

deeply. Your question was:

> Oh Oracle most wise, all-seeing and all-knowing,

> in thy wisdom grant me a response to my request:

>

> Is XML really going to cut the mustard?

And in response, thus spake the Oracle:

Well, since XML is a subset of SGML, and SGML
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has a <cut mustard> tag, I’d have to say yes.

You owe the Oracle a B1FF parser.

For the SGML-curious among our readers, that’s:
<!element cut - o empty>

<!attlist cut mustard (mustard) #required>

<!-- :-) -->

5.3 Not the XML FAQ

Infrequently Asked Questions

This is a list of topics that people have asked about or searched for inrelation to the XML FAQ, which are not necessarily directly connected toXML and its technology, nor frequently asked questions. It also includessome fall-back definitions for the benefit of users who have come to XML bydifferent routes and may not have been exposed to a document publishingbackground.
Readers may also want to look at Joe English’s ‘Not the SGML FAQ’ at
http://www.flightlab.com/˜joe/sgml/faq-not.txt.
AJAX Asynchronous HTTP, Javascript, and XML. A technique for improvingthe interactivity of web pages whereby in-browser scripting detects useractivity and pre-fetches the required data asynchronously from anXML-backed data-store, instead of waiting until the user clicks on a linkand requesting it synchronously from the server.
ATTRIBUTES These are items of metadata or metainformation (informationabout information) which can be added to the start-tag of an element.Usually attributes are a way of refining the meaning, function, or someother quality of an element. They take the form of a name and aquoted value joined by an equals sign, eg

<part xml:id="B22" catnum="51N1573R" level="App">Left-handed

Screwdriver</part>
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Attribute names must follow the XML rules for Names (see the spec). Ifyour application does not use a DTD or Schema, the attribute values aretreated as plain text (CDATA) and cannot have any special meaning toXML (with the exception of xml:id and xml:lang, see below). In a DTDor Schema, attributes can be assigned datatypes, the most commonbeing (using DTD terminology for simplicity):
ID OR IDREF ID attribute values must be XML Names (no spaces;must begin with a letter) and they must be unique in a document.An IDREF attribute value can occur any number of times, but itmust be the value of an ID attribute in the same document. ID andIDREF are most frequently used for cross-referencing withindocuments.

Note that an ID attribute can have any name: it doesn’t have to be
called ‘ID’, although it frequently is. Conversely — as a matter ofbest practice — you should never use the name ‘ID’ (‘id’) for anattribute which is not of type ID, simply because it’s confusing. Ifyour application has unique identity values that the communitycalls IDs, and which are not XML Names, either name the attributesomething different (eg ‘Product-ID’) or document heavily that thevalue is not an XML ID.
There is a W3C Recommendation that document type designersshould use the attribute name xml:id, and this can be interpretedby parsers as being a unique ID without the need for the documentto use a DTD or Schema.

CDATA Just text.
TOKEN LIST The attribute must have one of a restricted number ofvalues (specified in parentheses in the declaration, separated byvertical bars), eg

<!ATTLIST part level (App|Jny|Mst) #REQUIRED>

<!ATTLIST Q.27 resp (Yes|No) "Yes">

In the first example there is no default, and a value is compulsory.In the second, ‘Yes’ is the default value (if the attribute is omitted,the parser will take the default value from the declaration).
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ENTITY The attribute value must be a declared Entity.
NMTOKEN An XML Name Token is like an ID value (no spaces) but it

can begin with a non-letter (eg a digit or punctuation).
SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES In addition to xml:id (mentioned above), thereare two others allowed by the XML Specification:

XML:SPACE to signal an intention that in that element, white spaceshould be preserved by applications;
XML:LANG to specify the language used in the contents andattribute values of any element.
See sections 2.10 and 2.12 of the Spec for more detail.

In Schemas a much greater range of datatypes is available than inDTDs, and complex validation criteria can be attached to each.
Attributes in a DTD can be declared as #REQUIRED (compulsory),
#IMPLIED (optional), or #FIXED (predefined and invariable).
There is not intended to be any limit on the length of an attribute value,but you should check that your processing software can handle unusualdata volumes if you intend to use very large lengths.

BPEL The Business Process Execution Language is an XML-basedspecification of the steps required for a cooperative business process totake place between consenting servers.
BYTE ORDER MARK A two-byte signature (0xFEFF, defined in Unicode andISO 10646) which must be prepended to the XML document whenusing the the UCS-2 encoding, in order to allow processors todifferentiate between the UCS-2 and UTF-8 encodings.
COLOUR XML is designed for identifying information about the structure andcontent of text documents, rather than their appearance. Although it isperfectly possible to identify and store information about appearances,this information is usually kept in a CSS or XSL stylesheet. If you needto record information about the formatting or appearance of an existingdocument, there are features in the TEI Schema/DTD for doing so.
DATA EXPORT A common requirement in the flat data model used in many
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e-commerce systems is to export XML data to the CSV(Comma-Separated Values) data format used as input to spreadsheets.There is a simple example of a short script to do this here. Morecomplex and sophisticated routines could easily be written using XSLTor other XML processing software. Users should note that whileconversion to CSV is adequate for simple data formats, it is aninappropriate format for normal XML text documents which use MixedContent models.
DATA IMPORT Many XML projects require the import of existing documentsin non-XML formats. The import of existing HTML documents isexplained in Question 3.5 on page 40, and if you can convert yourdocuments to XHTML; this is probably the simplest method.OpenOffice saves Open Document Format (ODF) files, which are theinternational standard for office XML documents. Word files can besaved as WordML (2003) or Office Open XML (2007: Microsoft’salternative to ODF). In both cases an XSLT transformation can bewritten to create a suitable XML import format. For complexdocuments in other formats, however, specialist conversion software isneeded. Some XML editors are beginning to offer inbuilt conversion ofother formats, and there are many standalone conversion systemsavailable (some at high cost) for formats which are otherwise not easilymachine-accessible via markup, like PDF, PostScript, LATEX, QuarkXPress, and most proprietary document formats. The critical point isthat almost all non-XML (non-SGML) document are formatted to makethem human-readable and pretty, not to make them machine-readable.It is therefore often the case that the information required to make thedocument meaningful in XML simply doesn’t exist in these formats.The only alternative for this class of documents is to have themrekeyed or scanned into XML by one of the many companies in theIndian subcontinent or the Pacific Rim.
DISADVANTAGES XML markup has a few disadvantages:

• It can be verbose unless element and attribute names are chosenwith care. In large documents the markup overhead need not belarge, but in short messages it can be significantly more than theactual data, especially when the element or attribute names areconcocted by machine.
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• Overlapping markup is not permitted (an element cannot startinside one element and end inside another): element markup mustnest hierarchically.
• Most applications require the document to be loaded to memory inits entirety before it can be parsed and processed. This canbecome a problem for truly huge documents (larger than theaddressable memory of a computer system). Arguably, XML is theperhaps wrong tool to use for files this size, but there arestreaming systems which will enable them to be processed.
• Some of the software is truly mediocre.

EDITING To edit (open) an XML file you should use an XML editor. It ispossible to open an XML file using any standard plaintext editor oreven a wordprocessor, but be aware that they may try to reformat thefile incorrectly because they don’t understand XML.
ENTITIES An entity is a unit of storage in XML. It can be as small as acharacter or as large as a whole document. Four types of entity are

declarable:
GENERAL ENTITIES which can be like string-replacement macros:

<!ENTITY IBM "International Business Machines">

These can be used for shorthand data entry or to guaranteeuniform spelling like &IBM; and they get replaced when the file isparsed.
They can also represent external files:
<!ENTITY chap5 SYSTEM "chapter5.xml">

which can be used as a file-inclusion mechanism at the pointwhere you insert &chap5;. External general file entities must notcontain the XML Declaration or any Document Type Declaration.
DOCUMENT ENTITIES These are like external general file entitiesexcept that they specify the type of data they contain, using adeclared Notation, so that the parser and application can decidehow to handle them (eg include them or hand them to anotherprogram specific to their type of medium):
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<!ELEMENT link (#PCDATA)> <!ATTLIST link to ENTITY #REQUIRED>

...

<!NOTATION PDF PUBLIC

"-//Adobe//NOTATION Portable Document Format//EN//PDF"

"http://partners.adobe.com/public/developer/pdf/index_reference.html">

<!ENTITY pricelist SYSTEM "/sales/pricelist.pdf" NDATA PDF>

...

<para>Please refer to our <link to="pricelist">current price list</link>.</para>

This provides an extremely robust method of defining an externalentity once and allowing it to be referenced multiple times (if theexternal filename changes, you only have to update the entitydeclaration).
CHARACTER ENTITIES like &aacute; to represent characters that userswithout the required keyboard features may want to enter like ‘á’;
PARAMETER ENTITIES are like General Entities but can only bereferenced within a DTD. They are used for control of contentmodels, inclusion or exclusion of declarations, and modification ofmodular constructs:

<!ENTITY % local.qandaset.mix "|bibliodiv">

(to use an example from the DTD for this FAQ) where the mix ofelement types in the content model for qandaset is specified by theentities qandaset.mix (defined by DocBook) and by
local.qandaset.mix (definable by the user [me]) so that the DTDcan be tweaked without having to be edited.

General entity names, including XML document entities and characterentities, always start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon(;), and can be used anywhere in your document. Parameter entitiescan only be used in a DTD: they start with a percent sign (%) and endwith a semicolon.
ENUMERATION To count the number of occurrences of a node in an XMLdocument, you can use the count function in XSL[T], eg
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<xsl:value-of select="count(//chapter)"/>

To apply a counter to a repetitive element type, use the xsl:numberelement, eg
<xsl:number select="appendix" level="any" format="A"/>

For more on XSLT, see Question 2.5 on page 26.
ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES XML is a markup language, not a programminglanguage, so it has no concept of environment variables. However, ifyou are using a DTD, and accessing your XML files under programcontrol (eg in a script rather than by hand) it is possible to modify thevalue of declared attributes or entities (eg with a stream-editor like sed)before the file is opened, and thereby to pass values from the externalenvironment into the document. A similar approach would be possiblewith Schemas.
ESCAPING Escaping means temporarily switching the way a program worksto do something different with the data. In SGML, it was conventional touse only ASCII characters in your documents because keyboards,screens, and fonts for other characters were often unavailable. Toescape from the limitations of this format for non-ASCII characters likeaccents and symbols a set of mnemonic names was available, prefixedby an ampersand (&) to turn the escapement on, and followed by asemicolon (;) to turn the it off, so an á was given as &aacute;.

XML allows you to use Unicode, so any character or symbol in anylanguage can be entered as itself. If you are using UTF-8 encoding inyour documents, there is no need to use escaping except for the twomarkup symbols (< and &). However, not everyone has a Unicodeeditor, and complete Unicode fonts are very large, so it is conventionalin alphabetic languages to pick an encoding which allows you to use themajority of the characters you need, and to use escaping for theoccasional other characters.
FLOATING-POINT You cannot declare character data content or attributevalues as floating-point (or many other data types) using DTDs. To dothat you need to use a Schema.
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GTT The Gnome Time Tracker is a component of the Gnome interfaceused extensively on Linux systems. Part of its internal data isconfigured in XML.
GAMES I am not aware of any computer games written using XML yet,although XML is used in some of the internal control and configurationfiles used by games.
IDEMPOTENCY A term used in the HTTP specification to describe theside-effect-free nature of repeated requests for a resource.
JAVASCRIPT ECMAscript (to give it its real name) has nothing to do with theJava language. It’s designed to run inside browser windows, navigatingor acting on the markup of a page to create dynamic content, validateforms, or instantiate objects in ways that are not possible with staticHTML. It is also designed so that it cannot write to the user’s localfilesystem, for obvious security reasons, so it cannot easily be used tocreate XML files locally, although there are some back-doors inMicrosoft software which allow modified pages to be saved to disk.
LINE BREAKS XML files can be created using any of the three standardnewline representations: CR (Mac), LF (Unix), or CR/LF (Windows).Use of anything else may lead to undefined behaviour (so old DOSeditors that use LF/CR may create unusable files). XML processorsnormalise all line-ends to LF.

Line-breaking in your output is governed by your rendering engine (ega browser, a typesetter, etc). Your DTD or Schema may define specialelements or entities to be used on rare occasions when a forcedlinebreak is required, but this is not normally something done in XML(exception: reconstruction of historical documents using the TEI).
LOOPS To process some XML repetitively, you need to use a processinglanguage which allows looping or the cyclical handling of a defined setof nodes. For example in XSLT, to output all chapter titles to make atable of contents (ie out of natural document position), you could say:

<xsl:for-each select="//chapter">

<li>

<xsl:value-of select="title"/>
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</li>

</xsl:for-each>

MULTIMEDIA The Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL)provides an XML vocabulary for simple authoring of interactiveaudiovisual presentations. SMIL is typically used for ‘richmedia’/multimedia presentations which integrate streaming audio andvideo with images, text or any other media type.
PATENTS, COPYRIGHT, AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY I’m not a lawyer, andthis is not legal advice. If you’re worried, see a psychiatrist first ,

Since the USA (and, increasingly, elsewhere) stopped sanity-checkingpatent applications, pretty much anyone can patent anything in thesecountries, regardless of whether or not it already exists. If you aresufficiently intellectually bankrupt, you can then start sending invoicesto companies and even individuals demanding payment of license feesfor continued use.
XML was drafted during 1995 and first published in 1996, so anyoneclaiming they invented pointy-bracket self-defining hierarchically-nestedstructured markup after that is probably a few elements short of aSchema. XML is based on SGML, which is an international standardcodified as ISO 8879:1986, and it was preceded by numerous otherclosely-related markup systems, so anyone claiming they invented itafter that date is equally wide of the markup.
Lots of subsequent derivative technologies which owe their existence tothe SGML and XML groundwork quite possibly are valid patents, in thesame way that fire was not originally patented but matches and lighterswere.
Patents were originally designed for new physical inventions. Their usefor methodologies and algorithms extended the concept into the realmof ideas, which many people regard as deeply suspect. The patenting ofnatural phenomena like genes (which are pre-existing parts of Naturelike politicians and pond scum), is meaningless and intellectually void,although legally enforceable in the USA and elsewhere.
Copyright subsists automatically in anything you create, but in somecountries (notably the USA and France) you cannot enforce this unless
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you register your interest. Copyright persists for a number of yearsafter your death (EU: 75, different elsewhere) in order to let yourdescendants benefit from sales of your work.
Copyright is for the physical form of intellectual expression like books,newspapers, works of art, web sites, or computer programs. It exists toprevent others stealing your work and selling it. You can quote snippetsof other people’s work without permission, such as a line of a poem, ora bar of music, or a sentence from a novel, provided you say whose it isand where to find it: otherwise you need to ask permission beforehand.Copyright already provides more than adequate protection forcomputer programs, making the use of patents for them unnecessaryoverkill.
Intellectual Property identifies you as the owner of the thoughts andideas which may find their physical manifestation in patentableinventions or copyrightable publications. Even if you sell off yourpatents, and for long after your copyrights have expired, you can still beseen as the person who dreamed up the idea, and some countries (egthe UK) allow you formally to assert your right to be so identified,regardless of what happens to the book or the gizzmo.
You should always acknowledge the intellectual property of others,especially when you use it in furtherance of your own aims. Pretendingthat someone else’s smart ideas are your own is probably a worseoffence than trying to patent fire, water, the wheel, or XML.

PIPELINING Technique for reducing complex sequential and parallelprocessing requirements to a set of components which can becompleted under program control. The term is taken from the Unixfacility for redirecting the output of one command into the input ofanother (called a ‘pipe’), in effect creating a chain or pipeline throughwhich data passes on its way from source to result.
The W3C has a Note pending submission on an XML Pipeline
Definition Language which could be used to define a pipeline in aportable, vendor-independent manner.

RSS The Really Simple Syndication format was designed to allow news sitesto process updates by machine, and it evolved into a semi-standard
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format for blogs and other frequently-changing sites to notify the worldof changes. Unfortunately it was never properly defined, and hasmultiple incompatible and undocumented versions. It was about to besuperseded by a vastly better language called Atom, but Microsoft haverecently announced their support for RSS, so it looks like we may bestuck with a lemon for years to come.
‘Newsreaders’ (RSS readers) are available for all platforms, bothstandalone and as browser plugins. Do not confuse these withprograms of the same description designed to provide access to theUsenet News service, which is a different thing entirely (and which youwill need to read at comp.text.xml).

RENDERING Using XSLT or XSL:FO transformation (or other similarconversion systems), information marked up in XML can be renderedto almost any target: HTML, PDF, audio, Braille, and almost anyplain-text format (eg LATEX). How it appears (or sounds) is the result ofusing stylesheets or other transformation logic activated by the markup.
SML The Spacecraft Markup Language is an application of XML.

The Standard ML programming language is not.
Did you mean SGML?

SOAP A W3C standard for the ‘definition of the XML-based informationwhich can be used for exchanging structured and typed informationbetween peers in a decentralised, distributed environment’. Mostcommonly used in Web Services for message-passing.
Originally the Simple Object Access Protocol, the acronym is nowundefined, or expressed as the Service-Oriented Access Protocol.Guru99 has a good tutorial on SOAP.

SEARCHING You can search individual XML files on a sequential, stand-alone,unindexed command-line basis using programs such as lxgrep or
lxprintf , parts of the LTXML2 toolkit. Many editors include a searchfacility as well
XSLT allows a limited search facility simply by using functions like
contains, starts-with, and ends-with. XSLT2 adds Regular Expressions.XQuery is a fully-fledged search language for XML.
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The Saxon XSLT processor comes with an implementation of XQuery(see also the XQL FAQ), which can accept queries either from thecommand line or from a file. Saxon can also use a control file tospecify groups of XML files to be searched together.
For indexed searching (for speed) you need an XQuery search tool thatimplements an indexing engine which reads and understands markup.These are usually implemented as part of a ‘native’ XML databasesystem such as eXist (and many others), which run either stand-aloneor in parallel with an XML server like Cocoon.
Traditional relational databases (MySQL, Oracle, etc) tend to store XMLas undistinguished strings or BLOBs, using bolt-on XML backends tohandle the markup on import and export. ‘Native’ XML databases havethe XML handling built-in, and can be configured for granularity, tostore at a specific element level, making markup-sensitive searchingmuch more effective.

SERVING XML See Question 4.13 on page 89
SORTING To sort a repetitive set of XML elements in XSL[T], use the xsl:sortelement, eg

<xsl:for-each select="//acronym">

<xsl:sort select="@abbrev"/>

<xsl:value-of select="@abbrev"/>

<xsl:text>: </xsl:text>

<xsl:apply-templates/>

</xsl:for-each>

SPECIAL CHARACTERS XML has only two special markup characters innormal documents:
• The open angle bracket or less-than sign (<) which begins astart-tag or end-tag like <report> or </table>;
• The ampersand character (&) which starts an entity reference like
&aacute; for á or &#x00A7; for §.

Contrary to popular opinion, the closing angle bracket or greater-than(>) and the semicolon (;) are not special characters in normal text: they
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only acquire their temporary special meaning once one of the twomarkup characters has been encountered.
In DTDs, the percent sign (%) has a special meaning in entity
declarations: it defines the entity as a parameter entity, meaning thatit can only be used inside the DTD, not in a document text, and only fordata substitution (a kind of simple macro).
The exclamation mark (!) acquires a special meaning immediately aftera less-than sign: when followed by one of the declaration keywords in aDTD it signals the start of Declaration; when followed by two dashes itsignals the start of a comment (ended by another two dashes and agreater-than sign.

TMX TMX is a standard method to describe translation memory data that isbeing exchanged among tools and/or translation vendors forhuman-language translation (part of the OSCAR project from LISA).
TABLES You can define tables any way you wish in XML(see Question 3.11 on page 51) but there are a few existing table modelswhich have become so widely-used (and supported by software) that itwould need a very compelling reason to invent something new. Thereare more details in Flynn, 1998 §2.3.7.

HTML HTML tables were invented by Mosaic (now Netscape) and firstappeared in the HTML2 DTD. In all versions of HTML andXHTML they define a very simple but practical model, with veryfew refinements, suitable for web use and for rudimentaryprinting. Their chief advantage is that in a browser the cell heightsand widths (and thus the column widths) expand or contractautomatically to accommodate the amount of text contained inthem. Most other table models assume the widths of the columnsand the height of the cells will be specified in advance (which youcan do in HTML but this is rarely used).
CALS Computer-Aided Logistics and Support (and several otheracronyms over the years) was (is) part of the US military project toensure a consistent markup for all documentation, originally inSGML, now in XML. As part of this activity the CALS table modelhas become the most widely-used in technical documentation,
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especially for Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETMs),with extensive support in all the major editors, and it is the defaulttable model in the DocBook DTD and Schema. The CALSdefinitions are very powerful but quite complex, and can handlevirtually all requirements for spanning, ruling, and aligning.
SASOUT This model has been used extensively in the social sciencesand elsewhere for defining tables based on the semantics of thedata, rather than the appearance. At one time they were analternative in DocBook (enabled by a simple parameter entityswitch).
TEI The TEI model is designed to allow the encoder to representexisting tables being transcribed from historical, literary, orarchive material, rather than for the generation of new data. Themarkup is at the same level of simplicity as the HTML model, butit is designed to allow the inclusion of the much denser markupand metadata needed in research texts.
LATEX The LATEX model is not of direct concern to the XML user exceptinsofar as LATEX is a common target for transformations from XMLusing XSLT in order to create PDFs. Like CALS, LATEX tables canhandle almost any formatting, but the default alignments assumethat each column format is defined beforehand, and that each cellwill occupy one line of data: an additional package (array) isneeded to handle multi-line cells in the way that other models do.
In XML, it is not necessary to use tables to mark up lists as is oftendone in wordprocessors, because the processing facilities of languageslike XSLT allow you to transform the document to use non-tabularmethods (like HTML’s divs). Table markup should therefore beconfined to ‘real’ tables (data arranged in rows and columns) and notabused simply because you want something displayed on a level withsomething else: it is better to pick markup which is designed to do thejob properly rather than to distort existing facilities.
Wordprocessor users are usually unaware that many structures thatthey currently use wordprocessor tables for are in fact segmented lists,which wordprocessors are incapable of handling correctly. One of themajor reasons for doing it properly is that the data can then be
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reprocessed to make sense when read in the natural order.
TEXT DOCUMENT FORMATTING FUNCTIONS Because XML is a metalanguageto let you define and name your own information structures, it has nobuilt-in knowledge of anything to start with. It therefore has noinherent understanding of any document specifics like bulleted lists,sections, footnotes, or any of the common online features likedrop-down menus, forms (inputs, check boxes, radio buttons, and textareas), scripts, mouseovers, or other bells and whistles — these arethings which you have to use XML to define, in a DTD or Schema foryour specific application. Contrary to the impression given by somemanufacturers these things are not built into XML itself. You firstchoose or design a document type (Schema or DTD) to represent yourinformation accurately, then you can generate effects like the above byusing CSS styling, or writing an XSL[T] transformation of your XML toHTML, Word, LATEX, PDF, or whatever other format is capable ofinstantiating them.

There are additional native-XML proposals and recommendations atthe W3C for XML Forms handling, XML Linking, XML Security, and alot of other features, but these are architectural enabling mechanisms,not drop-in replacements for HTML.
UML The Unified Modeling Language has nothing to do with XML, althoughthere are many points of contact, and some software is available toexpress some UML structures in XML for the purposes of inter-processmessaging.
URI PARSING ERRORS See 8 on page 42.
VARIABLES XML doesn’t have variables or parameters, nor does it havefields or records. These are all terms from programming and databasetechnology, and do not have exact equivalents in XML.

XML identifies your information with elements and attributes.
WAP The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is now handled by the OpenMobile Alliance.
WELL-FORMED See Question 4.3 on page 75.
WHITE-SPACE See Question 3.2 on page 36.
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XLL The XML Linking Language comprises the XLink specification and theXPointer specification. For details, see the XML Linking WorkingGroup at the W3C.
XLS Microsoft proprietary spreadsheet file format written by their Excelspreadsheet program. XLS files are not XML files, but modern versionsof Excel save their data as .xlst files in Microsoft’s Office Open XMLformat (OOXML).

Do not confuse XLS with XSL (see Question 2.5 on page 26).
XML This is the XML FAQ. Everything in it is about XML. For introductoryexplanations, see Section 1 on page 6.
XML AND SECURITY, PRIVACY, AND IDENTITY STANDARDS Eve
XML PROTOCOL There is a Working Group for Web Services at the W3C,and part of their remit is to work on an XML Protocol. See

http://www.w3.org/2000/xp/Group/ for details.
XMLHTTP Feature implemented in MSXML and elsewhere to allow theretrieval of web pages, binary data, or scripted responses underprogram control (like using curl, wget or dog in a shell script). Usedasynchronously in AJaX applications to pre-fetch data, saving time tomake it appear that an application is operating locally.
XUL The XML User Interface Language, designed for specifying the userinterface in the Mozilla browser.
ASP.NET ASP (Active Server Pages) is a Microsoft language for servingdynamic web pages, similar in concept to JSP, PHP, and others. In itself,ASP has nothing inherently to do with XML, although like anyserver-side system, it can be used for serving XML just as well as another type of file.

.NET itself is an application platform and methodology for web servicesdevelopment on Microsoft servers. Most web services are predicatedon XML as the ‘common carrier’ of inter-business messaging, so .NEThas a significant XML component.
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Marc Hadley writes:

There are many alternatives to ASP, most of which use a similar page

based approach. Java based alternatives include Java Server Pages

(JSP), Java Server Faces (JSF) and Cocoon (which includes eXtensible

Server Pages — XSP). Popular scripting language alternatives include

Zope (Python) and Rails (Ruby) [all of which have extensive XML

support. ¯ Ed.]

5.4 Lost XML software

Some of the best software that has disappeared

The most common cause of lost good software seems to be that thecompany making it got taken over through no fault of their own, by acorporate shark who didn’t know what they were buying, or who simplydidn’t care. In these cases it wasn’t the product that was at fault — often itwas popular and selling well; it just fell foul of corporate stupidity.
Near&Far (MICROSTAR) A standalone visual (graphical) SGML DTD designtool, originally for Microsoft Windows 95. N&F made it very easy toprototype a new document type, although later stages of developmentwere usually hand-tuned. It was also an excellent tool for displaying thestructure of a newly-encountered DTD. When XML arrived, they keptthe internal SGML model but provided a ‘save-as’ in XML syntax.

Many current design tools have similar embedded functionality (eg
XML Spy), but there is no equivalent standalone tool of the samequality. A development to use RelaxNG to generate different syntaxeswould be a major advance.
MicroStar was bought by OpenText Corp and the product was droppedon the floor just at the point when it would have been most useful. Ifyou have a copy (one was embedded in the WordPerfect SGML/XMLeditor), it still executes under XP, and in Codeweavers’ Wine underLinux.

DynaWeb (EBT) A family of products: DynaBase, the underlying SGMLdatabase; DynaWeb, a Windows server with a graphically-managedstylesheet system for serving XML or SGML converted to HTML, and
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an excellent markup search facility; and DynaTag, a GUI system forconverting Word and Frame documents to SGML or XML, based onthe original RainbowMaker commandline converter.
EBT was bought up by Inso Corp, and the product was ignored forseveral years. However, a page on Indo’s server now claims to providedetails, but it is not known if the product is still available. It appears thatthey inherited some users, so for a while they still had a DynaWebtraining page.
The good news is that Red Bridge Software now occupies the old EBTfactory (under the Red Bridge in Providence, RI), selling a contentmanagement system that includes DynaTag and some other elementsof the original range.

Panorama (SOFTQUAD) An SGML browser from SoftQuad with anSGML-syntax stylesheet which worked both standalone and as aNetscape plugin, based on Synex Viewport. This let users open directlinks to SGML documents: Panorama would download both instanceand DTD via an entity resolver, perform a tokenised parse, and applythe specified stylesheet.
Its unique features included switching between multiple stylesheets, asearch result density indicator, and the ability to implementdouble-ended HyTime links, which let anyone publish their own set oflinks, even multi-ended links, and even between documents that theydidn’t own. The browser plugin was free, and the full version includedthe stylesheet editor.
SoftQuad faltered after Yuri Rubinsky passed away, and was taken overby Corel (WordPerfect), where the product was ignored.
SoftQuad’s Author/Editor SGML editor product transmuted into
XMeTaL, which is still available from JustSystems.

If you have more information about useful products that have disappeared,please email the editor.
Search results
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